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Introduction

Magnetite is a naturally occurring iron oxide with an empirical formula Fe3O4.
The unusual physical properties of this mineral were already known in the ancient
Greece and medieval China where spontaneously magnetized pieces of magnetite
were used as compasses for naval navigation. It was the attraction of small pieces
of iron to the magnetized mineral that was the �rst observation of the property of
magnetism. It was also a very important ingredient in the development of modern
theories of magnetism and metal-insulator transitions. In geology the conditions
of magnetite formation and its ability to record the direction of magnetic �eld
during geological changes (paleomagnetism) are still used extensively. Last but
not least, the biological role of magnetite in magnetotactic bacteria, bees, pigeons
and other species is studied in a great detail.

The physicist's interest in magnetite was revived in 1940's when a unique
structural transition accompanied by a large change in electric conductivity was
observed [69], later coined the Verwey transition. The occurrence of this transi-
tion stimulated theoretical treatment of metal-insulator transition [48, 49] and the
variable-range hopping model of electrical conductivity. The magnetite has since
been studied extensively in all forms, namely natural and synthetic bulk single
crystals, polycrystals, powders, thin �lms, single-domain particles and nanoparti-
cle colloids; and by all possible experimental techniques. The wealth of scienti�c
knowledge gathered during the last 70 years was ordered in important topical
reviews [19, 75] which form an important source of information about this com-
pound. A notable conclusion from reviewing past experiments is the paramount
importance of sample quality - most of the earlier experiments on natural sam-
ples do re�ect the properties of the respective samples, but not those intrinsic to
magnetite.

Despite the experimental and theoretical e�ort, some aspects and mechanisms
behind the Verwey transition and other properties of magnetite at low tempera-
tures have not been fully explained yet. This work aims at providing additional
detailed experimental information about magnetic and dielectric properties of the
highest quality synthetic single-crystalline magnetite samples subjected to weak
magnetic and electric �elds in temperature range from 5 K to 130 K. The high
sensitivity of magnetic measurements is achieved with a SQUID magnetometer,
a device where the phenomenon of magnetic �ux quantisation is employed to
reach extremely �ne responsiveness to the changes of magnetic �ux. The electric
properties were probed with a precision RLC bridge (for high sensitivity ac mea-
surements of complex impedance) and an electrometer (for measuring very low
dc conductivity of magnetite at low temperatures).

One of the motivations to perform the measurements presented in this work
was to try to �nd a relationship between the metal-insulator transition (MIT)
observed in magnetite and the MITs that are known to play a role in the super-
conductivity of high-Tc cuprates. The suitability of magnetite is supported by the
fact, that the MIT can be traversed simply by changing temperature (as opposed
to cuprates, where the transition is controlled by doping). Another advantageous
property of magnetite is the decoupling between charge and spin degrees of free-
dom, pronounced by the di�erence between the ferrimagnetic Neel temperature
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(858 K) and the Verwey temperature (120 K).
We investigated the detailed magnetic and dielectric behaviour of magnetite

at the Verwey transition and at lower temperatures and attempted to correlate
the magnetic and dielectric properties with the results of other past and recent
experiments. Emphasis was put on the evolution of magnetic susceptibility and
spontaneous magnetic moment during the Verwey transition at ≈ 120 K, the
temperature and frequency dependence of magnetic susceptibility and dielectric
permittivity during so-called glass-like transition at 30 K - 70 K and the mag-
netic aspects of newly described anomalous visco-elastic relaxation-di�usion phe-
nomenon below 30 K (also called the low-temperature magnetic anomaly). Other
e�ects, such as non-linear magnetic behaviour in some temperature ranges, that
manifests itself as an appearance of higher harmonic susceptibilities, are also
discussed in this thesis.

The thesis is divided into the following parts:

• Chapter 1 (Theory and present status) summarises the existing theories
and experimental knowledge concerning magnetite, mainly its structural,
magnetic and dielectric properties.

• Chapter 2 (Materials and methods) explains the basic principles of measur-
ing magnetic and dielectric properties of solids; the main methods used in
this work (SQUID magnetometer, dielectric measurements) are described
in greater details.

• Chapter 3 (Experimental results on stoichiometric magnetite) presents the
data obtained for multiple magnetite samples - stoichiometric high quality
single crystals of magnetite.

• Chapter 4 (Experimental results on non-stoichiometric magnetite) presents
the data obtained for samples of single crystals of magnetite doped to some
level of nonstoichiometry.

• Chapter 5 (Discussion) gives the �nal overview of the measured results and
comparison of these results to the current theoretical predictions.

• Conclusion brie�y summarizes the results and perspectives of the measure-
ments.

• The thesis is �nalised with a complete list of bibliography, list of selected
author's publications and list of abbreviations and symbols used throughout
the text.
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1. Theory and present status

1.1 Magnetism

1.1.1 Introduction

Magnetism is an important branch of solid state physics. It describes and ex-
plains the appearance of atomic magnetic dipoles and their mutual interactions.
These interactions can be described at the atomic scale (leading e.g. to mag-
netic ordering - ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism and antiferromagnetism), or at
the macroscopic scale (dealing e.g. with magnetic domains and demagnetising
e�ects).

When a solid is subject to a constant or time-varying magnetic �eld, the
response (magnetisation of the solid) depends on the type of substance and on
various quantum e�ects taking place in the solid. We distinguish these basic
categories:

• non-ordered atomic moments - several contributions to the susceptibility
exist. In diamagnets the shielding e�ect of orbiting electrons dominates
(Langevin diamagnetism). In metals the delocalised electrons present both
diamagnetic (Landau) and paramagnetic (Pauli) contribution. In conven-
tional paramagnets the individual atoms posses nonzero magnetic moment,
but due to the random orientation of these moments only weak positive
susceptibility results.

• ordered aromic moments - ferromagnetism (parallel arrangement of mo-
ments), antiferromagnetism (antiparallel arrangement of equal moments)
and ferrimagnetism (antiparallel arrangement of unequal moments) are the
most important manifestations of magnetic ordering. This thesis is devoted
to the study of magnetically ordered materials.

• superconductors - their perfect diamagnetic response is caused not only by
the shielding currents �owing without dissipation, but also by the Meissner
e�ect that is based on the fact that under some conditions magnetic vortices
are energetically unfavourable.

1.1.2 Magnetic domain structure

In a typical ferromagnet at temperatures well below TC the competition between
exchange interaction (that favours parallel alignment of atomic moments) and
magnetic self-energy (that favours zero stray magnetic �eld) results in magnetic
domain structure. A bulk of ferromagnet is divided by domain walls (called also
Bloch walls [9]) into microscopic regions of saturated magnetisation MS. The
width δB and the energy γ of a 180◦ Bloch wall in an uniaxial material with
anisotropy constant K1 and exchange energy A are [65]

δB = π

√
A

K1

(1.1)

γ = 4
√
AK1 . (1.2)
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We see that the anisotropy (K1) favours narrow walls to minimize the number
of moments deviating from the easy axis. The exchange interaction (A), on
the other hand, prefers parallel alignment of moments, i.e. small magnetisation
gradients corresponding to wide wall. Typical domain wall widths (energies) are
5 nm (50 mJ/m2) and 100 nm (0.1 mJ/m2) for hard and soft magnetic materials,
respectively.

The formation of magnetic domains is favourable when the energy cost of
a domain wall formation (γ) is outweighed by the decrease of the magnetostatic
energy (1

2
µ0M

2
s ). This is true for spherical particles whose radius exceeds a critical

single-domain radius [65]

Rsd ≈
36
√
AK1

µ0M2
s

. (1.3)

This value ranges from a few nm in soft materials to about 1 µm in hard magnets.
Due to the variety of domain patterns encountered in ferromagnets and fer-

rimagnets under di�erent conditions it is di�cult to estimate the magnetostatic
interactions and calculate the domain sizes. This is complicated by the fact, that
many competing domain structures have similar energies. Moreover, the domain
structure inside the bulk of a material, generally inaccessible experimentally, dif-
fers signi�cantly from the situation at the surface. Under certain limitations the
domain structure can be studied by numerical micromagnetic simulations [62].

The magnetic domain structure of magnetite below the Verwey transition
temperature (TV ) is further complicated by the structural domains that appear
as a consequence of the symmetry breaking at the transition (see Section 1.3.3
below). The interplay between these two domain structures, where anisotropy and
magnetostriction play dominant roles, is not yet clari�ed. Nevertheless, several
observations of the magnetic domain structure exist [8, 29, 46]. The reported
domain structure depends in a complicated manner on the sample shape and
surface treatment, the average domain sizes ranging from few µm to cca 100 µm.

1.1.3 Magnetic susceptibility

The basic method of measuring magnetic properties of solids is applying some
(generally time dependent) magnetic �eld Ha(t) and observing the sample's re-
sponse magnetisationM(t). One type of such a measurement is the magnetisation
loop, where the applied �eld is swept slowly across extended range, often causing
saturation in the sample (see Figure 1.1). The hysteresis behaviour is represented

by nonzero remanence (remaining magnetisation after the H is brought back to
zero) and coercitivity (the value of H needed to bring the magnetisation to zero).
This behaviour is caused by two major mechanisms: (i) nucleation of magnetic
domains - this is the case of strong rare-earth magnets, such as NdFeB; and (ii)
pinning of domain walls on defects of size comparable to the domain wall width
- as is the case of majority magnetic systems.

Due to the hysteresis and nonlinearity of the M(H) dependence the simple
de�nition of magnetic susceptibility χ = M/H looses its sense; a more practical
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Figure 1.1: An example of a technical magnetisation loop. Shown is the virgin
magnetisation curve (dotted line), �rst-order magnetisation loops of increasing
Hmax and a minor magnetisation loop.

approach de�nes χ as the local slope of M(H), namely

χ(Ha) =
∂M

∂H

∣∣∣∣∣
H=Ha

. (1.4)

This quantity, however, still depends on the magnitude of applied �eld and the
history of magnetic treatment. To simplify the matter some sort of standardized
conditions must be de�ned - most often the measurement starts in the demagne-
tised state, so the virginM(H) curve is followed. Often the susceptibility analysis
is further simpli�ed by assuming only weak magnetic �elds, as is the case for ma-
jority of results show in this thesis, so the slope of M(H) virgin curve around
H = 0 is measured.

The di�erential susceptibility (Equation 1.4) is not very convenient from the
experimentalist's point of view, as the measuring conditions and accompanying
calculations are not well de�ned (an ordinary numerical di�erentiation introduces
too much noise into the measurement). Note also the di�erence between the slopes
of the major and minor magnetisation loops (in Figure 1.1) near the point of their
contact. This is where ac susceptibility comes into consideration:

χac(Hac, Hdc, f) =
M1(Hac, Hdc, f)

H1

, (1.5)

where H1 is the harmonic (ac) component of the applied �eld Ha:

Ha(t) = H0 +H1 cos(ωat) , (1.6)

(here the variable names H0 and Hdc are used interchangeably, as well as H1 and
Hac), and M1 is the principal ac component (i.e. at the frequency of the applied
�eld ωa) of the sample magnetisation. This value can be conveniently (with high
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precision and low noise) measured using a lock-in ampli�er, or (still better) using
a Fourier analysis of the measured M(t) signal (provided that the sampling is
synchronous with the generation of Ha(t)):

M1 = F

[
M(t)

]
(ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
ω=ωa

. (1.7)

Note, however, that the ac susceptibility (Equation 1.5) generally di�ers from
the di�erential susceptibility (Equation 1.4) in three main aspects: (i) the magni-
tude of χac is given by the shape of the minor M(H) loop (see Figure 1.1) which
may di�er from the local slope of the main magnetisation loop. (ii) The H(t)
waveform is explicitly stated when measuring χac and the frequency ωa of the
probing ac �eld appears as additional valuable parameter. Finally, (iii) di�er-
ential susceptibility is (by de�nition) real-valued, whereas χac (as well as M1) is
complex and represents both reactive and dissipative parts of the susceptibility.

The notion of the magnetic susceptibility can be further extended to encom-
pass local nonlinear M(H) dependence. In the case of single-valued local M(H)
dependence (i.e. no hysteresis) it is natural that higher orders of the expansion

M(H) = Ms + χ1H + χ2H
2 + · · · (1.8)

cause higher harmonics to appear (note the property of trigonometric functions,
eg.: cos2(ωt) = 1

2
(cos(2ωt) + 1), that is where the second harmonic comes from).

The same generalisation is valid even when the imaginary part of the harmonic
susceptibilities are nonzero. This leads to generalisation of Eqs. 1.5 and 1.7 to

χn(Hac, Hdc, f) =
Mn(Hac, Hdc, f)

H1 ·
(
H1/|H1|

)n−1 , and (1.9)

Mn = F

[
M(t)

]
(ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
ω=nωa

. (1.10)

The denominator of Equation 1.9 contains additional phase term that ensures
correct result even when the applied �eld has nonzero phase, as is often the case
when the true value of the applied �eld Ha(t) is sensed an processed in a similar
manner to M(t), namely H1 = F [Ha(t)](ω)|ω=ωa .

It is worth noting that the energy density dissipated per cycle is proportional
to the area of the magnetisation loop according to

E

V
= µ0

∫
MdH = µ0

∫
M
∂H

∂t
dt = µ0πH

2
1χ
′′
1 (1.11)

χn = χ′n − i · χ′′n . (1.12)

Namely, only the imaginary part of the �rst (fundamental) harmonic suscepti-
bility χ′′1 represents dissipation; higher harmonics do not have such natural in-
terpretation. For completeness Equation 1.12 states a common way the real and
imaginary parts of susceptibilities are de�ned.
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1.1.4 Demagnetising e�ects

When a homogeneous sample of �nite dimensions is placed into a homogeneous
magnetic �eldHa, the magnetisationM (inhomogeneous in general) that develops
inside the sample in�uences the magnetic �eld Hi inside the sample according to

Hi = Ha −DM , (1.13)

where D is a demagnetising factor that depends on the sample geometry. The
Equation 1.13 strictly holds only in the case of ellipsoid of revolution with the
symmetry axis oriented along the applied �eld. In other cases the sample magneti-
sation is not homogeneous and Equation 1.13 must be generalised to a position-
dependent vector equation. Table 1.1 summarizes the demagnetisation factors in
some high-symmetry or limiting cases; more general cases can be solved numeri-
cally.

Table 1.1: A summary of exact values of demagnetisation factors in simple cases
of high symmetry or limiting cases.

Geometry Demagnetising factor
sphere 1/3
thin disc normal to �eld 1
thin disc parallel to �eld 0
long cylinder normal to �eld 1/2
long cylinder parallel to �eld 0

It is also important to consider the e�ect of demagnetisation on the measured
susceptibility. If we de�ne intrinsic and apparent susceptibilities χi and χa as

χi =
M

Hi

, χa =
M

Ha

, (1.14)

then Equation 1.13 can be simply expressed in terms of these susceptibilities as

1

χa
=

1

χi
+D . (1.15)

To discuss the relation between the observed and the internal susceptibility we
will consider three limiting cases:

(i) |χi| � 1, as is the case for weak paramagnets and diamagnets, the mag-
netisation M is weak and (as can be seen from Equation 1.15 and from the
fact that 0 ≤ D ≤ 1) the demagnetising e�ect can be neglected, χa ' χi.

(ii) χi = −1, as is the case for superconductors, the measured susceptibility is
enhanced by large screening when D → 1 and diverges as χa = 1/(D − 1).

(iii) χi � 1, as is the case for ferromagnets and ferrimagnets, it follows from
Equation 1.15 that the measured susceptibility is limited by demagnetisa-
tion factor, χa ≤ 1/D. However, χa is approaching this limit very gradually.
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These aspects are shown schematically in Figure 1.2, where the the χa(χi) depen-
dence is drawn for several values of the demagnetising factor D. In particular, the
third case is important in our measurements and prevents us from measuring the
susceptibility variations when the susceptibility is very high, namely χi � 1/D.
For susceptibilities of the order of 103 the required sample shape is rather im-
practical and such measurements are more conveniently performed on a toroidal
sample that act as the core of a transformer [64].

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4
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6

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

D = 0
D = 0.2
D = 0.8
y
y
y
y

χχχχ i

χχ χχ
a

Figure 1.2: A plot of the e�ect of nonzero demagnetising factor on the observed
susceptibility. Three curves represent increasing demagnetising factor, namely 0,
0.2 and 0.8; the thin dashed lines indicate the limiting values for the two latter
cases.

The results of the preceding paragraphs remain valid even for other useful
de�nitions of susceptibility, namely the di�erential susceptibility (as de�ned in
Equation 1.4) and complex ac susceptibility (as de�ned in Equation 1.5 and
subsequent equations). The latter case, which is particularly relevant for the
results presented in this work, is indeed surprisingly complicated. Not only is the
Equation 1.15 complicated by assuming complex susceptibilities, also nonlinear
M(H) dependence brings about higher harmonics of susceptibility that intermix
in a complicated manner when one transforms between χa and χi. In that case
an applied �eld Ha of the simple form of Equation 1.6 produces an internal �eld
Hi that already contains higher harmonics; a general response to pure harmonic
internal �eld cannot be calculated from the measured susceptibilities. There are
three main approaches to simpli�cation of this problem:

(i) D ' 0: this trivial assumption naturally leads to the conclusion that the
measured complex ac harmonic susceptibilities equal the intrinsic values,
namely χi,n ' χa,n.

(ii) Linear M(H) dependence: because both the demagnetising e�ect (Equa-
tion 1.13) and Fourier transform are linear, rather simple relation between
χi,1 and χa,1 is expected and higher harmonic susceptibilities equal zero.
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However, as detailed in the Section 1.1.5 devoted to a simple linear model
of Debye relaxation, some caution and detailed calculation is necessary (in
the mentioned model a nonzero demagnetisation leads to non-trivial shift
of the transition frequency).

(iii) Quasistatic (time independent, generally nonlinear) case: the experimental
time t (that appears in the Ha ≈ cos(ωt)) can be monotonously transformed
into time t′ in which Hi ≈ cos(ωt′), although Hi would contain higher
harmonics in the original time t representation. In this transformed time
axis the measured data may be processed (by Fourier transform) to yield
the χi,n values. This, however, can only be performed numerically and
there is no simple correspondence between the χi,n and χa,n values, as the
harmonics mix in a complicated way. In respect of all these di�culties the
description of the material magnetic properties by means of complex ac
harmonic susceptibilities is not particularly suitable.

In the most general case - nonlinear time dependent M(H) response - the t→ t′

time transformation cannot be performed and the intrinsic χi,n values would only
be accessible by dynamically adjusting theHa(t) waveform to yield pure harmonic
Hi(t) dependence. This approach is technically challenging and the results are
not worth the e�ort.

1.1.5 Debye relaxation

Debye relaxation is a very simple linear model that provides complex (delayed in
time) response to a harmonic applied �eld. It is often used to describe various
transitions in dielectrics and it will also be used to analyse a speci�c transition
in magnetite (the "glass-like transition", see Section 3.4). The Debye model
is based on the relaxation time approximation that assumes the driving force
(magnetic �eld) acts upon magnetic moments whose response is described by a
single relaxation time:

dM(t)

dt
= −M(t)

τ
+ kH(t) , (1.16)

where τ is the characteristic relaxation time and k is a constant related to the
susceptibility of the moments M to the applied �eld H.

The solution to the linear di�erential Equation 1.16 can be conveniently found
by introducing pure harmonic M(t) and H(t) dependences, more speci�cally

M(t) = M1e
iωt , H(t) = H1e

iωt , (1.17)

whereM1 and H1 are complex amplitudes in general. With a help of few symbolic
manipulations and new de�nitions of ω0 = 1/τ and χ1 = kτ one arrives at the
Debye's susceptibility

χD =
M1

H1

= χ1
1

1 + i ω
ω0

. (1.18)

This result can be further generalised by assuming another group of moments,
that are freely movable even at the highest frequencies and cause an o�set sus-
ceptibility χ0:

χD =
M1

H1

= χ0 + χ1
1

1 + i ω
ω0

, (1.19)
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whose frequency dependence is depicted in Figure 1.3. Note, that the χ0 term
can be naturally obtained from the underlying di�erential Equation 1.16 if a term
proportional to dH(t)/dt is added to this equation.
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Figure 1.3: A plot of the real and imaginary part of ac susceptibility of the
Debye's relaxation (black symbols) and the apparent susceptibility caused by
demagnetisation (D = 0.26, gray symbols, right axis). The shift of the transition
is clearly visible. Note the logarithmic frequency axis. The height of the peak of
the imaginary part is equal to χ1/2.

Let's now consider the e�ect of demagnetisation, as described in the Sec-
tion 1.1.4, on the internal and apparent susceptibility. Either by substituting
demagnetisation Equation 1.13 into Debye's di�erential Equation 1.16 and solv-
ing as described above, or by substituting Debye susceptibility (Equation 1.19)
into the susceptibility relation 1.15 (this approach is justi�ed, because both De-
bye relaxation and demagnetisation are linear in H and M), one arrives at an
expression that again has the form of Equation 1.19. This should be less of a
surprise if one realises the importance of the above mentioned linearity. If one
assumes intrinsic Debye's transition of the form

χi,D = χi,0 + χi,1
1

1 + i ω
ωi,0

, (1.20)

then the e�ect of nonzero demagnetisation factor D will cause the observed (ap-
parent) Debye's transition to follow the equation

χa,D = χa,0 + χa,1
1

1 + i ω
ωa,0

(1.21)
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with the following transformation of constants:

χa,0 =
χi,0

1 + χi,0D

χa,1 =
χi,0 + χi,1

1 + (χi,0 + χi,1)D
− χa,0

ωa,0 = ωi,0

(
1 +

χi,1D

1 + χi,0D

)
,

(1.22)

thus not only the susceptibilities are diminished by the demagnetising e�ect, but
also the transition frequency is shifted - a result important for the analysis of
glass-like transition in magnetite (see Section 3.4).

It is important to realise that in general any transition, that is manifested by
change of susceptibility or magnetisation, will experience a shift (in frequency,
temperature, etc.) caused by nonzero demagnetising e�ect. The shift will be
larger for more gradual transitions; the shape of the transition is generally not
preserved.

1.1.6 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is the dependence of the internal energy of a mag-
netic solid on the direction of magnetisation with respect to the crystalline lattice
of the solid. It arises mainly from spin-orbit coupling, a quantum-mechanical in-
teraction between the electron's spin and the magnetic �eld generated by it's
orbital motion (and the orbital momentum of the electrons on neighbouring lat-
tice sites).

The anisotropy is generally expressed as a power series in the direction cosines
of magnetisation. The magnitudes and signs of the coe�cients of expansion then
determine special directions termed as easy or hard axes (planes), i.e. directions
along which the anisotropy energy reaches its lowest or highest value respectively.

Various measurements of magnetocrystalline anisotropy of magnetite as a
function of temperature are summarised in Figure 1.4. The data illustrate a

dramatic change of magnetocrystalline anisotropy during the Verwey transition.
Due to the lower symmetry of magnetite below TV , new anisotropic constants
appear, and some of them quite large. We also brie�y note an isotropic point
at about 130 K, where the main cubic component passes zero and the magnetic
susceptibility reaches extremely large values [64].
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Figure 1.4: Temperature dependence of anisotropic constants of magnetite above
and below the Verwey transition. Above TV the cubic anisotropic constant K1

is rather small, where as below TV monoclinic anisotropic constants appear, and
some of them quite large (e.g. Ka). Adapted after [51], sources: [7, 28, 33].

1.2 Charge transport

1.2.1 Metal-insulator transition

According to classical band-structure theory of solids the distinction between
metals and insulators lies in the Fermi level with respect to the band structure.
If the Fermi level lies in a band gap (e.g. transition metal compounds with �lled
d-shells) the material is an insulator (or a semiconductor, if the band-gap is not
very large); on the other hand, transition metal compounds with half-�lled d-
shells are predicted to be metals, as the Fermi level lies in the conduction band.
This is however in contradiction with many compounds, such as NiO, which is
insulating even though the d-shell of nickel is partially �lled. Mott (see [49] for
a review) was �rst to address this issue theoretically, by considering electron-
electron correlation e�ects, that may lead to electron localisation and destruction
of the metallic conductivity.

Several manifestations of Mott's metal-insulator transition (MIT) were ob-
served, e.g. by varying the lattice constant (induced by external pressure), by
varying the doping of a semiconductor or by inducing disorder (Anderson's lo-
calisation model [3]). The same theory was also applied to the Verwey transition
in magnetite, where the low conductivity below TV is explained as an electron
localisation, or equivalently stated, charge ordering among Fe3+ and Fe2+ sites
in the mixed-state oxide. However, both theoretical and experimental aspects of
this charge-ordering process still need to be fully elucidated.
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1.2.2 Variable-range hopping model of dc electrical con-

ductivity

The proposed charge localisation in magnetite also led to the model of charge
transport in such a system, namely the Mott's variable-range hopping (VRH)
model [50]. It is distinct from other models, such as Arrhenius' temperature
activation, by its temperature dependence:

σdc(T ) = σ0e
(−T0/T )1/4 . (1.23)

Many authors have tried to apply this model to the experimental data of mag-
netite conductivity below TV [32, 61, 74] with a limited success, as they could
only �t a small temperature range of the σ(T ) dependence, or identi�ed several
temperature regions on which they could �t their experimental data to Equa-
tion 1.23.

1.2.3 Impurity ac conduction in semiconductors

A simple model of hopping ac conduction in the Debye approximation with single
relaxation constant τ leads to a frequency dependence of [4]:

σ′ac ≈ ω2τ/(1 + ω2τ 2) . (1.24)

However, experimental data often suggest almost linear σ(ω) relationship [17].
Such relationship can be obtained if one generalises Equation 1.24 by assuming a
distribution n(τ) of random relaxation times acting in parallel and independently.
This leads to

σ′ac ≈
∫ ∞
0

n(τ)
ω2τ

(1 + ω2τ 2)
, (1.25)

and by plugging a speci�c distribution (e.g. 1/τ s) one immediately arrives at
σ ≈ ωs. As the low-frequency limit of Equation 1.24 gives σ ≈ ω2 dependence,
the exponent value is constrained to s < 2. In most disordered physical sys-
tems s < 1 [56]. Temperature dependence is then introduced through τ(T ) (or
n(τ, T )) dependence. The "ωs" model requires quite broad distribution of relax-
ation times, so the temperature dependence is expected to be rather weak.

More elaborate models do exist, as well as models that aim at combining
the experimental ac and dc conductivities. The simplest one would be a simple
additive model according to Equation 1.26:

σ′(ω) = σ′ac(ω) + σdc ,

σ′′(ω) = σ′′ac(ω) ,
(1.26)

where σdc is e.g. the Mott's VRH conductivity (see Equation 1.23) and σ′ac(ω)
and σ′′ac(ω) are the real and imaginary part of ac conductivity according to the re-
laxation model (note that the conductivity and permittivity are not independent,
but σ = iωε, thus σ′′(ω) = ωε′(ω)).

More elaborate theories, such as percolation theories combined with tunnelling
between disordered states [12] naturally replicate the Mott's semi-empirical T 1/4

relation in the dc limit; at the same time they correspond well with experimental
ac conductivities of various disordered systems.
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1.3 Crystal structure of magnetite

1.3.1 Spinel structure

Magnetite belongs to cubic point group of symmetry at room temperature. How-
ever, the atomic arrangement is quite complicated, as the elementary unit cell
contains 8 Fe3O4 units (a total of 56 atoms) arranged in so-called spinel structure
(see Figure 1.5).

Fe(A)

Fe(B)

Td

Oh

Figure 1.5: A schematic view of the structure of magnetite. Left: a cubic unit
of magnetite with tetrahedra Fe ions (back spheres), octahedral Fe ions (gray
spheres) and oxygen ions (white spheres). Right: the lattice of octahedral sites
in spinel. Adapted from [19] and [2].

Spinels are cubic minerals of the general form AB2O4, where A and B are
usually metals in oxidation states 2+ and 3+ respectively. As ionic compounds
these are usually (with the exception of magnetite) poor electric and thermal
conductors.

The complicated structure can be simpli�ed by realizing that various metal
ions occupy two types of symmetry positions: 8 tetrahedral positions and 16
octahedral positions. In a properly ordered spinel the tetrahedral positions are
occupied by the A2+ ions. In the following sections we will term the electrons
of the reaction A2+ ↔ A3+ + e− as "free" electrons; although they are usually
strongly bound to their A2+ ions (and thus are not quite free), they can be free
in the case of magnetite...

1.3.2 Inverse and random spinel structures

In the special case of magnetite, where both A and B are Fe ions (that only di�er
in their charges) di�erent cation distributions appear. At very high temperatures
(about 1400 K) the eight free electrons (those that form the Fe2+ ions in the unit
cell) are randomly distributed over 24 Fe ions, thus there are on average 8/3 Fe2+

ions in the tetrahedral positions and 16/3 Fe2+ ions in the octahedral positions -
so called random spinel [43, 45], see Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: A temperature dependence of degree of inversion in magnetite at
elevated temperatures as determined from Mossbauer spectra. It shows that at
room temperature and below the electrons in magnetite are distributed such as to
form a pure inverse spinel, whereas at about 1500 K the electrons are distributed
randomly. Adapted from [43].

With decreasing temperature the thermal excitations are insu�cient to keep
this random distribution and at room temperature an inverse spinel is formed. In
this con�guration the tetrahedral positions are occupied exclusively by Fe3+ ions
(hence the name "inverse"; in a normal spinel only Fe2+ ions would appear here),
and the octahedral positions are occupied by equal amounts of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions.
In other words, the eight free electrons (per unit cell) are distributed among the
16 octahedral positions in random, dynamic and even delocalised manner.

As a matter of fact, it is this distribution (or ordering) of these free electrons
among octahedral Fe ions that is at the heart of the high electrical conductivity
of magnetite, the Verwey transition, and the puzzle for scientist over the last
several decades.

The Fe ions in magnetite have nonzero spin moments which are ordered fer-
rimagnetically below the Néel temperature (around 860 K). The tetrahedral and
octahedral sublattices are oriented antiparallel, the moments of Fe3+ ions cancel
and the total magnetic moment (per unit cell) comes from eight Fe2+ ions. A
theoretical value of 4 µB (per formula unit) corresponds well to the experimental
value of 4.1 µB below room temperature, see Figure 1.7. Notably, the value of
saturated magnetization is insensitive to the distribution of electrons among the
octahedral sites and does not change abruptly at TV [53].
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Figure 1.7: The saturated magnetisation Ms of magnetite during cooling from
300 K to 10 K in a �eld Ha = 2 T along a and b axis. The Ms(T ) is similar,
except the jump at TV is almost indiscernible (not shown). Adapted from [53].

1.3.3 Low-temperature structure of magnetite, the Verwey

transition

More than ten years before Verwey's original work, the structural transition of
magnetite at 120 K was identi�ed by Parks and Kelly [55] as a speci�c heat
anomaly. Several low-temperature crystal symmetries were proposed during fol-
lowing decades (tetragonal, rhomboedric, monoclinic, triclinic). Nowadays, the
crystal symmetry is generally assumed to be monoclinic Cc, as was determined by
x-ray di�raction [63, 78] and NMR [52]. Other measurements, however, suggest
even lower crystal symmetry (magnetoelectric measurements [58], appearance of
ferroelectricity [30] and x-ray topography measurements [46]). The low-symmetry
unit cell is related to the original cubic cell (of dimension a) in the following way
(see Figure 1.8): the new a and b vectors are mutually perpendicular face diag-

onals of the original cubic cell ([11̄0] and [110], thus have a length of a
√

2), and
the c vector has a length of 2a and points in the [001] direction.

The Verwey transition, called after E. J. W. Verwey, is one of the most in-
triguing features of magnetite. The most prominent feature of this transition
is a two-order decrease of electrical conductivity when a high-quality magnetite
sample is cooled through the transition [69]. The transition is also accompanied
by a large increase of magnetic anisotropy (and subsequently a large decrease
of mangetic susceptibility) [54] and more or less random changes of magnetisa-
tion. Verwey has also proposed a microscopic model of the transition to explain
the observed transport properties. The Verwey model is an ionic order-disorder
transition: above TV the electrons can move freely among the octahedral ions,
whereas below TV a static ordered pattern of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions is established
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Figure 1.8: A schematic illustration of the relationship between the high-
temperature cubic phase unit cell and the monoclinic unit cell of the low-
temperature phase of magnetite.

that does not support conduction. Despite seven decades of e�ort such ordering
has not yet been unambiguously proven experimentally.

Critical to interpreting magnetic measurements is the understanding of do-
main structure of magnetite. Above TV a single cubic crystal is divided into
magnetic domains (of size about 30 µm [8]) to lower the energy associated with
stray magnetic �eld, and any of the equivalent [001] is an easy axis. At about
130 K the easy axis switches to [110] (and equivalents), the magnetic suscepti-
bility rises to a very high value (in the order of 103 [64]) and the magnetisation
of individual domains rotates to the new easy directions. At TV , however, the
crystal symmetry is reduced signi�cantly and only the c axis of the new struc-
ture is the easy axis. As a result of competition of the structural instability and
magnetostatic energy the crystal divides into structural domains, each having its
c axis parallel to the local magnetisation direction.

1.4 The origin of magnetite samples

1.4.1 Natural crystals

Although as soon as in 1913 Renger [76] used synthetic magnetite samples, most of
the early studies were performed on natural crystals. A somewhat 'mythic' belief
in the natural crystals being optimal material for research prevailed well into
1950s, when it was already clear that sample quality is of paramount importance
and the natural samples, depending on their origin, varied widely in structure,
stoichiometry, impurity content, etc. (see also the e�ects of deliberate doping
in Section 1.5.2). This habit has also introduced numerous uncertainities and
contradictions into the �eld, which were later di�cult to eradicate.

In modern research only high quality synthetic crystals are regarded as a
valuable source of knowledge; the natural magnetite being studied only in the
�elds of geology and Earth and planetary science.

A completely di�erent class of natural magnetite samples are single domain
nanocrystals found naturally in some magnetotactic bacteria and in the brains
of several species, such as bees or pigeons. These are interesting from di�erent
points of view and will not be covered in this work.
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1.4.2 Synthetic bulk crystals

Over the years, two techniques established as being able to produce high quality
samples with low concentration of defects, high homogeneity and precisely con-
trolled stoichiometry and impurity content: skull melter technique and �oating
zone technique. To further enhance the sample quality or to modify the oxygen
stoichiometry the samples can be annealed in various atmospheres.

In the skull melter technique [22] the central region of a mass of sintered pure
Fe2O3 powder is melted by rf waves, oxidised and equilibrated in a controlled
atmosphere of CO/CO2. During gradual cooling of the melt the atmosphere
composition is adjusted to maintain desired level of stoichiometry. This is a
crucible-less method in a sense that the crucible is not in contact with the melt
but a layer of sintered iron oxide isolates the melt.

In the �oating zone technique [10] a portion of the starting ceramic material
is heated by a focused radiation from a xenon arc lamp. As the material is
shifted through the active zone it recrystallizes as a puri�ed monocrystal. Further
annealing is required to obtain samples of desired stoichiometry.

1.4.3 Thin �lm samples

Thin �lms of magnetite can be grown on appropriate substrates (e.g. Si, MgO,
Al2O3) by various techniques, such as evaporation [18], reactive sputtering [44],
pulsed laser deposition [21] or molecular beam epitaxy [40]. The samples are
either polycrystals or single crystals with considerable tensile stress and their
properties, although being very interesting, are not quite identical to that of
high quality bulk single crystals. Namely, the Verwey transition is observed only
in some cases, the change of electrical conductivity during the transition is not
so substantial and the e�ects at low temperatures (glass-like transition and the
low-temperature magnetic anomaly) were not reported.

1.4.4 Nanocrystals and colloids

Apart from the above mentioned biogenous magnetite nanocrystals, some e�ort
was put into the study of properties of synthetic nanocrystals and colloids of
magnetite nanoparticles. Magnetite powders may be prepared simply by grinding
a bulk polycrystalline material. To prepare crystal in the nanometer range a
di�erent approach is used, usually a coprecipitation of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in a solution
[38, 57]. These reactions usually produce magnetite colloids (ferro�uids) that can
be stabilised by appropriate surface treatment of the nanoparticles. Again, the
Verwey transition is hard to observe in such materials and the e�ects at low
temperatures (glass-like transition and the low-temperature magnetic anomaly)
were not reported.

1.5 Physical properties of magnetite

1.5.1 General properties

Spinels are cubic crystals, optically opaque at visible wavelengths (i.e. they are
black), they are usually electrical insulators (or large bandgap semiconductors)
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and many are magnetically ordered at room temperature. The exceptional prop-
erty of magnetite among other spinels is its high (almost metallic) electrical con-
ductivity at room temperature even in its purest crystalline form. Other general
properties of magnetite are listed in Table 1.2. Properties that are strongly tem-
perature dependent (such as magnetic susceptibility, electrical conductivity) are
not listed. Omitted are also properties as coercitivity and remanence, as they
depend critically on sample purity and microstructure.

Table 1.2: A summary of general physical properties of magnetite. Values
speci�ed at room temperature, unless noted otherwise. Sources: [19, 59, 75].

property symbol value unit note
formula Fe3O4

lattice constant a 0.8394 nm cubic
density % 5.2 · 103 kg/m3

molar mass mM 231.6 g/mol
space group T > TV Fd3m cubic
space group T < TV Cc monoclinic
Neel temperature TN 850 K
saturated magnetisation Ms 92 Am2/kg
refractive index n 2.42
Vickers hardness VHN100 ≈ 750 kg/mm2 natural
speed of sound vp 7100 m/s longitudinal
bulk modulus K 185 GPa natural

1.5.2 E�ects of doping

A very important feature of magnetite is the strong dependence of its low-
temperature propeties on the level of impurities or nonstoichiometry. More specif-
ically, the character and temperature of the Verwey transition are extremely sen-
sitive to departure from stoichiometry (see Figure 1.9). When the stoichiometry

parameter δ of Fe3(1−δ)O4 exceeds a critical value δc = 0.0039 [19] the Verwey
transition changes from �rst order do second order, and for δ above 3δc the tran-
sition disappears. Similar e�ect can be produced by doping with certain ions,
such as Ti4+ or Zn2+ [35].

From these �ndings it is clear, that sample quality and homogeneity is of
utmost importance. The use of poorly controlled or even natural magnetite sam-
ples has led to many confusions, such as multistage Verwey transitions and others.
The quality control is even more important in the case of doped samples, as, for
example, introducing larger amounts of ion vacancies requires quenching of the
sample at the end of the annealing process.
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Figure 1.9: A plot of experimental dependence of the Verwey transition temper-
ature on the level of doping or nonstoichiometry. Adapted from [35] and personal
communication with A. Kozlowski.

1.5.3 Speci�c heat measurements

One of the �rst measurements indicating a phase transition in magnetite at low
temperatures were speci�c heat measurements by Parks and Kelly [55]. They
noticed an excess transformation heat in the region of 113 to 117 K; however
they concluded that this temperature is too low for a structural phase transition,
a view that soon changed dramatically. Some of the �rst results are illustrated
in Figure 1.10. Since then, numerous investigations of the speci�c heat anomaly
associated with the transition were performed in order to elucidate whether the
transition is of �rst or second order. A throughout summary is provided in [34].
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Figure 1.10: One of �rst speci�c heat measurements on natural magnetite indi-
cating a phase transition (here at 115 K), together with similar measurements of
FeO. Adapted from [47].
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1.5.4 Magnetite at high pressures

Besides temperature and magnetic �eld, pressure is another useful parameter that
can be varied to reveal additional properties of magnetite. To induce observable
changes, however, quite high pressures are needed.

Remarkably striking conclusions come from the work of Rozenberg et al. [60],
where they observed a transition from inverse to normal spinel at pressures 0 to
20 GPa. Other studies [68] have identi�ed a quantum critical point at 8 GPa,
where TV is suppressed to zero.

The question of magnetite properties at high pressures is far from being an-
swered, as there is a number of technical aspects (uniaxial vs hydrostatic pres-
sure, possible sample deformation, etc.) that needs to be thoroughly evaluated
and analysed.

1.6 Magnetic measurements

As the main topic of the thesis are magnetic properties of magnetite, it is appro-
priate to devote a whole chapter to review the existing results of various kinds of
magnetic studies.

1.6.1 Susceptibility measurements

Susceptibility measurements were traditionally performed with the sample as the
core of a coil or transformer in a bridge arrangement. In more modern measure-
ments the output of the transformer (often in a gradiomemter arrangement) is
measured directly by an ac voltmeter or lock-in ampli�er (see Section 2.2.2). As
the sensitivity of these methods is generally inferior to the SQUID magnetome-
ter and often quite large exciting ac �eld is necessary, the results will not be
reviewed in greater detail. One exception exists where transformer-based meth-
ods give additional information - they can overcome the limitations imposed by
the demagnetisation e�ects (see Section 1.1.4). Figure 1.11 is an example of
such measurement where a synthetic magnetite single crystal was trimmed to a
toroidal shape and used as the core of a transformer. In this case susceptibility

as high as 500 (S.I. units) can be measured, revealing the details of the Verwey
transition and the easy axis reorientation. Below the TV the susceptibility is
much lower (χ′ ≈ 1...2) and it can be measured in a conventional magnetometer.
The inset in Figure 1.11 also shows the frequency-dependent glass-like transition
(see Section 3.4) and presumably the lowest temperature is low enough that an
anomalous transition (see Section 3.5) should be also visible but remains in the
non-excited state.

1.6.2 Magnetic after-e�ect measurement

Magnetic after-e�ects (also called disaccommodation e�ects or magnetic visco-
elastic e�ects) are in general spontaneous changes (relaxation) of ac magnetic
susceptibility occurring in a magnetically ordered sample after its magnetic do-
main structure has been severely disturbed, e.g. by strong pulses of applied
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Figure 1.11: Temperature dependence of a stoichiometric magnetite toroidal
sample acting as the core of measuring transformer. The demagnetising factor
is virtually zero, which allows very high susceptibilities to be measured (such
as near the easy axis reorientation temperature at 126 K). The left inset shows
the frequency-dependent glass-like transition around 40 K. The right inset shows
detail of the Verwey transition and the easy axis reorientation. The �lled symbols
were acquired in stronger ac �eld (3.2 A/m) than the open symbols (1 A/m).
Adapted from [64].

magnetic �eld. During this relaxation the domain walls tend to �nd progressive-
ly deeper potential minima (or the potential minima tend to deepen due to e.g.
di�usion of impurities towards the domain walls); the ac susceptibility is probed
by su�ciently weak ac magnetic �eld.

There are a number of ways to probe theses relaxation phenomena (see e.g.
[15, 31]), however, the most elaborate experimental technique and result presen-
tation and discussion was developed by H. Kronmuller [37] and F. Walz [70].
With this rather unique and time-consuming technique they had studied perhaps
all kinds of magnetic materials, paying also attention to magnetite [71�74] and a
topical review [75].

The isochronal MAE spectra present the relative change of susceptibility at
speci�c times after a demagnetisation event at given temperature. The demag-
netisation event (e.g. a series of strong magnetic pulses) is assumed to be com-
pleted at time t0 = 0. The initial susceptibility χ1 is measured at a certain time
t1, typically 1 second after the demagnetisation. Subsequently another suscepti-
bilities χn are recorded at times tn. Then the quantity (χ1 − χn)/χn is plotted
for selected times tn and all temperatures, which results in an isochronal MAE
spectrum (see Figure 1.12).
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Figure 1.12: An isochronal MAE spectrum of stoichiometric magnetite recorded
at times (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 180) s, together with the initial ac susceptibility
at time t1 = 1 s. Adapted from [73].

1.6.3 NMR measurements

NMR is one of methods that can provide detailed microscopic information about
magnetite. A remarkable example of such measurement is the work of Novak et
al [52], that is illustrated in Figure 1.13. The most important conclusions from

these data are that the observed line pattern is consistent with a Cc symmetry
and that no 'static' charge ordering (on the timescale of the measurement) is
observed in magnetite.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the NMR frequency of linesFIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the NMR frequency of lines

Figure 1.13: Temperature dependence of the NMR frequency of lines corre-
sponding to Fe ions on tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites. Adapted from
[52]. Sample equivalent to B1 measured in zero external magnetic �eld with a
spin-echo method.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Samples

2.1.1 Magnetite samples

The samples used through this work were high quality single crystals of magnetite.
The samples originate from two sources:

• H samples - grown by the Skull Melter (also called Cold Crucible) method
in the laboratory of J. M. Honig

• B samples - grown by the Floating Zone technique by V. A. M. Brabers

For details of these techniques see Section 1.4.2. All the samples were pre-
pared carefully to achieve high homogeneity and desired level of oxygen non-
stoichiometry or doping. Most measurements were performed on perfect samples
as close to stoichiometry as possible. For a list of magnetite samples and their
basic properties see Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: A summary of magnetite samples used through this experimental
work together with their basic properties. The non-stoichiometry is expressed as
Fe3(1−δ)O4.

sample shape size δ TV note
(10−3) (K)

H1 prism 2.1× 2.3× 3.1 mm3 0 122.2± 0.3
H2 platelet 8× 13× 1.8 mm3 0 122± 0.3 not annealed
B1 cylinder h = 4 mm, ∅ = 5 mm 0 121.5± 0.3
B1-1 disc h = 1 mm, ∅ = 5 mm 0 121.5± 0.3
H3 pyramid 1.5× 1.5× 2 mm3 2 117.5± 0.5
H4 irregular mass = 0.66 g 3.5 107.2± 0.5
H5 irregular mass = 0.31 g 12 100± 1

2.1.2 Other samples

As of yet, it seems that no other samples display features similar to that of
magnetite (e.g. something that could be called the Verwey Transition) at similar
temperatures. For this we have focused on magnetite.

2.2 Magnetic measurements

There are two basic methods to study magnetic properties of solid. One is based
on measuring forces that appear when a sample is placed into appropriate mag-
netic �eld. This method allows precise quantitative measurements of even weak
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susceptibilities of paramagnets and diamagnets, as well as measurements of spon-
taneous magnetisation of substances with ordered moments. The other group of
methods incorporates electric coils to create (detect) magnetic �eld (�ux). With
the introduction of digital signal processors and personal computers the coil-
based techniques are easy to implement and yield precise and repeatable results,
although to get truly quantitative results an elaborate calibration is essential.

There are numerous other techniques to study magnetic properties of solids,
e.g. microwave loss measurements [6], magnetic �uctuations measurements [11],
neutron scattering, Hall e�ect [77], optical methods (based on Kerr e�ect [14] and
Lorentz method [46]), Lorenz transmission electron microscopy, X-ray topography
[46] and Bitter technique, to name just a few. However, these techniques were
not used extensively during the experimental work related to this thesis and as
such will not be described here in any detail.

2.2.1 Force magnetometers

Force measurements have evolved into a very precise and sensitive method allow-
ing, for example, quanti�cation of gravitational forces between objects weighing
several kg. A weakly magnetic (para or dia) sample in a homogeneous magnetic
�eld (such as that produced by Helmholz coils) develops homogeneous magnetic
moment parallel to the applied �eld and no force is exerted on the sample. A
�eld gradient is necessary to produce a gradient of the free energy (i.e. force)

F

V
= M · ∇ B . (2.1)

Thus, in a device called Faraday balance the susceptibility is calculated from

Fx
V

= µ0χH
∂H

∂x
. (2.2)

A �eld gradient is not necessary if one is interested in measuring the sponta-
neous magnetisation of a sample. From the expression for Zeeman energy (energy
of a dipole in magnetic �eld)

E = −µ0 m ·H (2.3)

it follows that a torque is exerted on a magnetic moment (or magnetised sample)
in homogeneous magnetic �eld

τ

V
= µ0 M×H . (2.4)

These methods allows precise quantitative measurements of static properties
(spontaneous magnetisation, static magnetic susceptibility, anisotropy), but due
to the long time constant of high-precision force measurements, they cannot be
used for ac susceptibility measurements or fast relaxation measurements.

2.2.2 Induction magnetometers

Generally, induction magnetometers rely on electrical coils when generating and
sensing magnetic �eld. There are many variations on this theme:
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• ac susceptometer - the sample acts as a core of a transformer with two cop-
per windings: one generates the applied (ac and dc) magnetic �eld and the
other senses the ac response of the sample. Due to the laws of induction the
sensitivity drops linearly with decreasing frequency, so the susceptometer
usually operates at frequencies above 100 Hz.

• vibrating sample magnetometer - the sample moves periodically in the sens-
ing coil, so the spontaneous dc magnetic moment can be measured. When
equipped with the �eld-generating coil, the M(H) dependence can be mea-
sured. The same principle may be used in a slightly di�erent arrangement
- the vibrating coil magnetometer.

• SQUID magnetometer - instead of ordinary Cu coils the instruments above
can be equipped with a SQUID (See Section 2.2.3). Apart from enhanced
sensitivity the SQUID allows measuring at very low frequencies (down to
zero), and thus can measure both ac properties and spontaneous magneti-
zation conveniently.

Often the sensing coil is used in a gradiometer arrangement - two coils in
series with opposite winding directions. Such system of coils is insensitive to the
homogeneous driving �eld and only senses the magnetic response of the sample
centred in one of the coils. With a gradiometer much higher sensitivity can be
achieved and weakly paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples can be measured
reliably.

Depending on the versatility of �eld generation and the processing of sensed
signals there is a large number of possible measuring methods, such as magnetic
noise measurements (with no applied �eld the �uctuations of magnetisation is re-
lated to the imaginary part of ac susceptibility [11]) or relaxation phenomena (also
called disaccomodation or magnetic after-e�ects - MAE [31], see Section 1.6.2).

2.2.3 SQUID magnetometer

One of the most striking properties of superconductors - the existence of macro-
scopic wavefunction ψ =

√
nse

iϕ as postulated by Ginzburg and Landau [20] -
leads among others to quantisation of magnetic �ux through a continuous super-
conducting loop. As the change of the phase of the wavefunction ϕ is intimately
related to the magnetic �ux Φ enclosed in a superconducting loop by

∆ϕ =
eΦ

~
, (2.5)

and realising that single-valued phase is ensured by quantisation condition ∆ϕ =
2πn, we arrive at the quantisation of magnetic �ux in a continuous superconduct-
ing loop

Φ = nΦ0 , Φ0 =
h

2e
= 2.07 · 10−15 Wb . (2.6)

One particularly important implication of this quantisation is that the �ux inside
a superconducting loop is always conserved unless a quantum Φ0 is forced to pass
the wire - this is exploited e.g. in a superconducting transformer (see later in this
chapter).
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The superconducting loop can be interrupted by one or two "weak links" - so
called Josephson Junctions. The interference of the macroscopic wavefunctions
at opposite sides of the junction can lead to peculiar e�ects - so called dc and ac
Josephson e�ects [26, 27]:

• the dc Josephson e�ect
j = jc sin ∆ϕ (2.7)

describes the dependence of a dc superconducting current j on the di�erence
of phases of the wavefunctions ∆ϕ at both sides of the junction; the critical
current jc depends on the material, the junction geometry and temperature.

• ac Josephson e�ect
∂

∂t
∆ϕ =

2e

~
V (2.8)

prescribes the relation between the time evolution of the phase di�erence
∆ϕ and the voltage V across the junction; the junction is no longer in
superconducting state and energy is dissipated.

On the basis of these two Josephson e�ects a superconducting quantum inter-
ference device (SQUID) can be constructed. A dc SQUID is a superconducting
loop interrupted by two Josephson junctions. The critical superconducting cur-
rent passing through the SQUID is a periodic function of the enclosed �ux Φ with
a period of Φ0. Similarly, an ac SQUID is a superconducting loop interrupted
by a single Josephson junction. Then the energy dissipated by the ac SQUID
(when driven with weak ac �eld at several MHz) is again a periodic function of
the enclosed �ux Φ with a period of Φ0. To construct a magnetometer with such
sensitive and nonlinear device a feedback loop is constructed that keeps the �ux
through the SQUID at a constant level by means of an additional feedback coil
(see Figure 2.1). The feedback loop is locked to one of the extrema of the periodic

Iexc

Lexc

Amp LPF

Phase Detector

R
Int

C

Li

I

SQUID  

~
Umod

LFB
RFB

Rmod

Uo

Umod

Figure 2.1: A simpli�ed schematic of an ac SQUID magnetometer. Li - input
coil (a part of the superconducting gradiometer), Lexc - excitation coil, Iexc -
excitation current (fexc ≈ 30 MHz), Amp - radio-frequency ampli�er, LPF - low
pass �lter (fT ≈ 1 MHz), Int - integrator (1/RC ≈ 1 kHz), Lfb - feedback coil,
Umod - modulation source (fmod ≈ 100 kHz). Uo is the output voltage proportional
to the input current, Uo(t) = A · (I(t)− I(0)), where A is the gain of the feedback
loop and I(0) is the input current at the moment the feedback loop was locked.
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SQUID response. To maintain the operating point of the SQUID in the vicinity
of given extreme a weak modulation current (at several kHz) is added to the
feedback coil and the symmetry of the SQUID response is detected by a phase
detector that locks the feedback loop. With a careful design a spectral noise
density of 10−4Φ0Hz−1/2 can be achieved allowing exceptionally high sensitivity
of the method.

A schematic view of a practical SQUID magnetometer is presented in Fig-
ure 2.2. A superconducting solenoid operating in non-persistent mode is capable
of generating ac and dc magnetic �elds up to 25 mT. The sample response is
sensed by a superconducting gradiometer which forms the primary of the su-
perconducting transformer; the secondary is coupled to the SQUID itself (See
Figure 2.1). The sample is attached to a sapphire holder that stabilises the sam-

Suspending rod

Sample thermometer

Sample chamber

Sapphire sample holder

Sample

Superconducting gradiometer

Superconducting solenoid

Heater element

Sample dewar

Thermometer

Helium bath

Magnetic shielding, main dewar

Figure 2.2: A simpli�ed schematic of a practical SQUID magnetometer.

ple temperature and provides good thermal contact to the sample thermometer.
The thermal contact between the sample holder and the walls of the anticryo-
stat (the sample chamber) is provided by He gas at atmospheric pressure. The
anticryostat temperature is controlled by a resistive heater and an additional
thermometer (see Section 2.4. Technical details can be found in [24].

It is worth noting than MAE spectroscopic measurements (as described in Sec-
tion 1.6.2) can be in principle conducted on our SQUID magnetometers, provided
a su�ciently strong magnetic �eld can be generated to demagnetise the sample.
It has to be noted, however, that due to the optimisation of the SQUID system
to low frequency measurements (several Hz instead of kHz), these measurements
tend to be even more time-consuming, with subsequent di�culties with liquid He
re�lling during experiment.
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2.3 Electric transport measurements

2.3.1 Dc conductivity measurements

There are two main approaches to electrical resistance measurements: either one
can measure the voltage drop when a constant current is made to �ow through
the sample or a constant voltage is applied and the current is measured. Either
way, the resistance is calculated from the simple formula

R =
U

I
. (2.9)

The resistance then may be expressed in terms of intrinsic material properties
(conductivity or resistivity) by scaling with a geometrical factor, that can be
calculated analytically for simple sample geometries.

Electrical conductivity of magnetite varies over many orders of magnitude
with temperature. In the high conductivity range (for resistances below 10 kΩ)
the voltage drop on the connecting leads may a�ect the precision of the results,
so a four-probe technique is used, where both current source and voltage sensing
circuit use dedicated pairs of wire. These measurements were performed with a
HP Agilent 34401A precision multimeter equipped with resistance ranges from
100 Ω up to 10 MΩ with a constant current ranges of 1 mA to 0.5 µA (making up
to 5 V input compliance, 1 V at low-resistance ranges). Due to the switching of
current ranges throughout the measurement the resulting applied voltage changes
abruptly and the dissipated power is a non-trivial function of resistance (being
highest - 1 mW - at 1 kΩ and around 2.5 µW at the highest resistance - 10 MΩ).

When measuring very high resistances (megaohms, gigaohms) the four-probe
technique is unnecessary; much more attention must be devoted to minimising
any leakage current due to connecting leads. High resistance measurements were
performed with a Keithley 6517A electrometer, generating constant voltage (as
high as 400 V) and sensing the current �ow through the sample allowing values as
high as 100 TΩ to be measured. Due to the higher voltage the power dissipation
is also higher, but it is less than 1 µW within the gigaohm ranges.

2.3.2 Ac dielectric measurements

Generally, when a harmonic ac current I(t) = I1 cos(ωt) is made to �ow through
an impedance Z the voltage developed across the sample U(t) may be phase-
shifted, that is U(t) = U1 cos(ωt + ϕ). Then a complex impedance Z is de�ned
as

Z(ω) =
U1

I1
eiϕ , (2.10)

and it can easily be measured with a lock-in ampli�er that reports both the
in-phase and the π/2 delayed component of the voltage U(t). The complex
impedance Z can also be expressed in other forms, e.g. as a parallel or serial
R-C combination, etc. All these forms are equivalent and are mutually connected
with simple formulas in which only the frequency ω appears.

Dielectric (or complex-impedance) properties were probed with a HP Agilent
4284A precision RLC meter, capable of operating in frequency range from 20 Hz
to 1 MHz with a PLL-controlled current source capable of delivering from 50 µA
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to 20 mA, the measured voltage ranges are from 5 mV to 2 V. It o�ers a four-
probe measurement (four coaxial shielded cables) with a special compensation
scheme to minimize the e�ects of voltage drops and capacitances of the cables.
The reliability of the results strongly depends on the frequency, the cable length
and the properties of the sample.

Another source of possible errors, that needs great attention, is the electrical
connection of the sample itself. Either the electrical bonds may be unstable and
the measured resistance change unpredictably with temperature, or a charged
insulating layer may form at the metal-sample interface, leading to e�ects such
as Maxwell-Wagner relaxation [41].

2.4 Temperature measurement and control

The ability to control the sample temperature with high precision and stabili-
ty is a necessary condition for studying sharp transitions, such as the onset of
superconductivity and the Verwey transition. Our temperature control system
consists of a resistive heater, two temperature sensors (GaAs or Si diodes) and a
PID controller.

As can be see from Figure 2.2 the studied sample and the sample temper-
ature sensor are only loosely thermally coupled to the heater element. Due to
this weak thermal coupling a PID loop closed between the heater and the sample
thermometer would su�er from unacceptably slow response and would be prone
to oscillations. To solve this problem an additional thermometer was anchored to
the inner surface of the anti-cryostat, in good thermal contact with the heater.
The PID loop between the heater and this auxiliary thermometer has faster re-
sponse (several seconds) and allows for precise regulation of the anti-cryostat
temperature. The sample temperature is slightly higher (by about 0.5 K) due
to the heat input through the suspending rod. This di�erence is, however, fairly
constant in the steady state and does not a�ect the sample temperature stability.

Together with the associated PID controller the achieved temperature res-
olution is 0.1 mK, short-term stability is 1 mK, repeatability is about 10 mK
and the absolute accuracy is better than 0.5 K (when the temperature is ramped
reasonably slowly and in the absence of latent heat produced or absorbed by
the sample). The controller conveniently allows linear ramping of the setpoint
temperature with a rate of 10 K/min down to 0.001 K/min.

A modi�ed sample holder was designed and used for semi-quantitative latent
heat measurements. In this case the desirable weak thermal coupling between the
sample and the surrounding anti-cryostat was achieved by evacuating the sample
chamber (down to ≈ 30 Pa) and suspending the sample on thin nylon �bres.
The sample temperature was monitored by a resistive thermometer (Cernox)
glued directly onto the sample. The di�erence of the sample and the chamber
temperatures was used as a measure of heat transfer and together with a simple
model the ratio of the latent heat to the speci�c heat could be obtained with
good precision (see the results in Section 3.3.1).
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3. Results on stoichiometric

magnetite

3.1 Samples overview

The samples used throughout this work are summarized in Section 2.1. Due to
the necessary high quality of samples and the di�culties preparing them, only
two sources of synthetic magnetite are used - the samples denoted H originate
from the laboratory of J. M. Honig and the samples denoted B came from V. A.
M. Brabbers. In this chapter the results obtained with stoichiometric samples are
presented. As explained in the Section 1.4.1, no natural samples were measured.

3.2 Overall ac susceptibility
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the temperature dependence of ac complex suscep-
tibility of a typical high-quality stoichiometric magnetite sample. Three regions
of interest are highlighed: A - the Verwey transition, B - a frequency dependent
feature called glass-like transition, C - a low temperature anomaly, where under
certain conditions the susceptibility may attain higher value than the baseline.
Sample H1, µ0Hac = 10 µT, Hdc = 0, cooling rate 2 K/min.

Figure 3.1 depicts a typical temperature dependence of ac complex suscep-
tibility of stoichiometric magnetite. Because in weak �elds there are not many
features visible on the χ(T ) dependence and due to the long measurement time
required to acquire such data we focused on three main temperature regions, as
depicted in the �gure. These are:

A - The Verwey transition, the most prominent feature in magnetite below
room temperature, will be further studied in Section 3.3.
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B - So called glass-like transition, a frequency dependent feature at lower
temperatures (around 40 K), is presented in Section 3.4.

C - A new relaxation phenomenon, the low-temperature anomaly taking place
below 30 K, will be further described in Section 3.5.

An individual chapter is devoted to each of these transitions, presenting results
of both magnetic (mainly ac complex susceptibility, spontaneous magnetisation)
and dielectric measurements (dc resistivity, ac complex permittivity) at various
conditions.

3.3 The Verwey transition

Although the Verwey transition is the most important phase transition in mag-
netite below room temperature, accompanied by changes of electric conductivity,
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and lattice symmetry, its study on our SQUID
magnetometer is limited. This is due to the fact, that the observed χ(T ) does
not depend on the frequency and magnitude of the applied magnetic �elds in
the ranges accessible with our equipment. Some important results pertaining the
Verwey transition are detailed below.

3.3.1 Latent heat of the phase transition

Although the aparatus (see Section 2.2.3) is not speci�cally designed to measure
speci�c or latent heat of a sample, by simply thermally insulating the sample
and attaching a thermometer directly on the sample surface the latent heat of
transition, i.e. the region where the sample temperature is held constant by
the evolution or absorption of the latent heat, can clearly be identi�ed, see Fig-
ure 3.2. This is clear manifestation of �rst order phase transition, as is expected
for stoichiometric magnetite. Another important feature seen from the �gure

is the random variation of the spontaneous magnetization M during the phase
transition.

The measurement is, however, only qualitative, as the absolute amount of heat
�owing into the sample through a simple insulation (suspension on a pair of nylon
�bres, He gas evacuated to 30 Pa) during uniform warming could not be reliably
estimated. A rough estimate of the latent heat can be given based on �tting
a simple model, that accounts for various heat-leakage paths and temperature
sensor o�set. Based on the known values of speci�c heat of synthetic magnetite
at 120 K, cp = 75 J mol−1 K−1 [16], a value of latent heat L = 0.63± 0.1 kJ mol−1

can be estimated (see Figure 3.3). This value compares surprisingly well with the
values found in [34], where the entalphy of the Verwey transition is reported in
the range from 0.6 to 0.7 kJ mol−1 for stoichiometric and nearly stoichiometric
magnetite.
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Figure 3.2: Measurement of sample temperature Ts and spontaneous magneti-
zation during cycling through TV . The regions of the phase transition are high-
lighted in grey. Visible is the �rst-order character of the phase transition and
random variations of spontaneous magnetization during the transition. Sample
H2, Hac = 0, Hdc = 0, sample chamber He gas pressure 30 Pa.
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Figure 3.3: The sample temperature vs the holder temperature, during cooling
and warming 5 K/min. The model (solid line) corresponds well to the experi-
mental points (circles). The model assumes thermal coupling of the sample to
the sample holder and to the anti-cryostat walls. Other free parameters are the
latent heat and the sample sensor o�set. Sample H2, Hac = 0, Hdc = 0, sample
chamber pressure 30 Pa.

3.3.2 Thermal hysteresis in magnetic measurements

Among all the features and transitions found in magnetite below room temper-
ature only the Verwey transition, as a �rst order phase transition, may exhibit
some hysteresis with respect to temperature, as exempli�ed by Figure 3.3. This
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is further illustrated in Figure 3.4, where an attempt was made to stabilize the
temperature in the middle of the transition. The resulting χ′ac(T ) dependence
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Figure 3.4: The detailed χ′(T ) measurement during traversing the Verwey tran-
sition. Illustrated is the hysteresis of the transition and the fact that the mag-
nitude of the susceptibility below TV is unique for each run. The measured
susceptibility above TV is limited by the demagnetising e�ect. The inset shows
the time course of the experiment (overall duration nearly four hours). Sample
H1, µ0Hac = 10 µT, Hdc = 0.

shows this hysteretic behaviour and it is apparent, that the coincidence of χ′ac(T )
curves on cooling and warming cannot be achieved even in the limiting case of
extremely slow warming/cooling.

The same behaviour under controlled warming/cooling rates is depicted in
Figure 3.5. Obviously, high rates of temperature change lead to wider hysteresis

than low rates. However, extrapolation to a rate of 0 K/min leads to a hysteresis
of TV of about 0.3 K.
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Figure 3.5: Detail of the thermal hysteresis of the Verwey transition in weak
�eld for cooling and warming rates of 1.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 K/min. The inset shows
the dependence of the transition temperature on the rate of cooling/warming.
Sample H1, µ0Hac = 1 µT, Hdc = 0.

3.3.3 Behaviour of spontaneous magnetization

As was already mentioned in Section 3.3.1 and especially in Figure 3.2, even in the
absence of any applied magnetic �eld the spontaneous magnetization M of the
sample varies randomly and unpredictably. Not only the magnitude of the change
of M is random, even the sign of its change varies with each cycle through TV . It
is well known that the saturated magnetisation Ms does not change appreciably
at the Verwey transition (see Figure 1.7), thus these �uctuations may only be
caused by a random rearrangement of magnetic domains. It appears that below
TV the absolute value of sample magnetization is more variable than above, i.e.
the magnetisation after warming through the transition often stabilises at the
same value.

If a strong dc magnetic �eld is applied when the sample is cooled and warmed
through TV , the random �uctuations are suppressed by the large M(T ) sample
response when passing the transition, see Figure 3.6. Even in a moderate �eld of

±2 mT the sample response exceeds the range of the SQUID by a factor of �ve and
the data processing (stitching) may introduce errors into the M(T ) dependence.
Additionally, the impact of nonzero demagnetising factor cannot be neglected.
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when cooled and warmed through TV in a dc magnetic �eld. The vertical bars
represent events when the SQUID electronics ran out of range ±10 V and was
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of the sample. Sample B1, Hac = 0, µ0Hdc = ±2 mT.

3.3.4 Electrical conductivity

To facilitate electrical measurements a suitable disk-shaped sample (thickness
1 mm, diameter 5 mm) was equipped with silver electrodes on opposite sides
(diameter 4 mm, magnetron sputtering). The ten orders of magnitude change
of dc conductivity below TV is plotted in Figure 3.7. The high dynamic range
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Figure 3.7: Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity below TV , together
with an exponential �t. The legend denotes speci�c measurement conditions:
constant voltage (2 V) or constant current (0.5 µA, 5 µA, 10 µA, 100 µA, 1 mA).
Sample B1-1 with magnetron-sputtered silver contacts.
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of this measurement is crucial in determining the temperature exponent (about
0.22 ± 0.04 in our measurement, in agreement with Mott's model of Variable
Range Hopping, exponent 1/4). If a smaller range is used for �tting, almost any
reasonable temperature exponent �ts the data satisfactorily.

The discontinuities appearing simultaneously with the changes of measuring
ranges (and thus measuring conditions) suggest weakly non-linear behaviour of
the sample, i.e. the resistivity decreases with increasing applied voltage. A minor
part of this e�ect may be caused by Joule heat. The nonlinear voltage-current
characteristics of the sample was also measured at various temperatures and three
such characteristics are depicted in Figure 3.8. The time span of a single period of
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Figure 3.8: Voltage-current characteristics at three temperatures (30K, 60K and
85K) of a magnetite sample. The measuring period was varied from 240 s to 2 ms
to ensure that thermal e�ects are negligible. The Ag electrodes were sputtered
on the opposite sides of the B1-1 disc sample.

measurement (triangular bipolar waveform) was varied from 240 seconds to 2 ms
to reveal the e�ects of sample warming and thermal hysteresis. The e�ect of Joule
heating may be discernible above TV , where the current necessary to maintain a
potential di�erence of the order of 10 V is substantial. At lower temperatures this
e�ect is negligible. The long-period measurements were performed directly with
A-D and D-A converters driven by a computer. The short-period measurements
were performed with a waveform generator (Agilent 33220A) and digitised with a
digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS2024C). The current was measured as a volt-
age drop on a suitably choosen series resistor (100 Ω to 10 MΩ). The nonlinear
behaviour was observed in the temperature range from 60 K to 250 K, the feature
is most prominent from 90 K to 140 K where the small-signal (100 mV) conduc-
tivity was more than order of magnitude lower than the di�erential conductivity
at 5 V.

Based on the nonlinearities of I(U) dependences one may generally expect
that the complex susceptibility depends on the amplitude of the applied voltage.
To study these e�ects in greater detail a measurement of higher harmonics of the
ac susceptibility would be advantageous. However, it possesses many technical
challenges to design such experiment with the frequency spanning several decades.

The Verwey transition itself is accompanied by a sharp change in electri-
cal conductivity. This is illustrated in Figure 3.9, where the sharp increase of

electrical resistivity upon cooling through the Verwey transition, two orders in
magnitude, is indicative of high quality magnetite sample.
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Figure 3.9: Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity around TV , show-
ing a two orders of magnitude increase of resistivity when cooled through the
transition. Sample H2 with ultrasonically bonded gold wire contacts.

3.4 Glass-like transition

So called glass-like transition is a magnetic relaxation phenomenon occurring at 30
− 50 K which can be accurately described by Debye relaxation (see Section 1.1.5)
with temperature activation of time constant. As such it displays strong depen-
dence of χ(T ) on frequency of probing magnetic �eld and is insensitive to the
applied �eld amplitude or dc magnetic �eld [25]. The results of magnetic and
dielectric measurements at low temperatures are summarized below.

3.4.1 Magnetic ac susceptibility

The glass-like transition manifests itself as a gradual increase of real part of
ac magnetic susceptibility χ′(T ) with increasing temperature accompanied by a
broad dissipation peak (the χ′′(T ) dependence). The frequency dependence of this
transition is illustrated in Figure 3.10. No temperature hysteresis was observed,

the χ(T ) for warming and cooling are indiscernible when a rate of 1 K/min is
used.

The shapes of the χ′(T ) and χ′′(T ) curves corresponds well to the Debye's
model (Section 1.1.5), if Arrhenius temperature activation is assumed to link the
Debye's relaxation time with temperature, i.e. τ = τ0 exp(Ea/kBT ), where Ea is
the activation energy and τ0 is a parameter corresponding to the relaxation time
at in�nite temperature. However, the temperature exponent (equal to −1 in the
Arrhenius' model, −1/4 in Mott's VRH model) cannot be reliably determined
from the experimental data due to the small relative range of the measurements
(less than two orders of magnitude).

Figure 3.11 contains the experimental frequency dependencies of the glass-
like transition temperatures Tg(f) for several stoichiometric magnetite samples,
together with exponential (Arrhenius) �ts. It is apparent that Tg's vary widely
among samples, despite the fact, that Tv's of these samples are nearly identical
(see Table 2.1). Another remarkable point is the di�erence between B1 and
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Figure 3.10: Temperature dependence of real part (black lines, left axis) and
imaginary part (gray lines, right axis) of ac magnetic susceptibility for frequencies
f = 1.5, 3.1, 6.3, 9.4, 12.5, 18.8, 25, 37.5, 62.5 Hz. Sample H1, µ0Hac = 5 µT,
Hdc = 0.
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Figure 3.11: A compilation of the transition temperatures of the glass-like tran-
sitions Tg versus frequency for various stoichiometric magnetite samples. The
points are experimental data (points of in�exion on the χ′(T ) curves), the lines
are exponential Arrhenius �ts, apparently describing the data quite well. Hdc = 0.

B1-1 samples, B1-1 being a disk cut out of the B1 sample, so the di�erence is
mainly caused by di�erent demagnetising factor, as discussed in Section 1.1.4
(B1-1 has signi�cantly higher demagnetising factor than B1, leading to lower
apparent transition temperature at given frequency). The extracted temperature
activation parameters - the activation energy Ea and the time constant τ0 are
summarised in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: A summary of activation parameters associated with the glass-like
transition in stoichiometric magnetite samples. The parameter τ of the measured
Debye-like relaxation of complex ac susceptibility is approximated by an expo-
nential Arrhenius temperature-activated process, i.e. τ(T ) = τ0 exp(Ea/kBT ),
here Ea is and activation energy and τ0 is a time constant (attempt period).

sample Ea / meV τ0 / ns
H1 87 0.0079
H2 71 0.22
B1 64 0.17
B1-1 63 0.13

3.4.2 Correlation with dielectric properties

To �nd whether there is a correlation between magnetic and electrical properties
of magnetite at lower temperatures (below TV ) a dielectric spectroscopy was
performed on two samples (H2 with ultrasonically bonded gold wire contacts, and
B1-1 with magnetron-sputtered silver contacts). Due to more suitable geometry of
the sputtered contacts, the experimental results of B1-1 sample will be presented.
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Figure 3.12: Dielectric spectroscopy (impedance) measurement for frequencies
100 Hz to 1 MHz. The complex impedance is expressed as a parallel RC com-
bination, the R and C are then converted to σ (left logarithmic axis) and εr
(right axis) using simple geometrical model of isotropic dielectric with homoge-
neous current distribution. The solid line is a �t of the zero-frequency limit of
the conductivity according to the Mott's VRH model. Sample B1-1, Uac = 1 V,
Hdc = 0.

When the complex impedance Z of the sample is expressed as a parallel RC
combination (ideal resistor and ideal capacitor), then the temperature depen-
dence of dielectric properties can be presented as in Figure 3.12. Remarkable is
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the extremely high relative permittivity at some frequencies and temperatures,
reaching as high as 2.5 · 104, which is typical for some ferroelectric materials
near the ferroelectric transition and inhomogeneous samples composed of small
insulated conductive grains.

The ac electric conductivity is higher than the dc limit, and the dc limit can
be accurately described by Mott's Variable Range Hopping (VRH) model, as
discussed in Section 3.3.4. The departure of ac conductivity from the dc limit,
that is apparent at temperatures below 30 K, can be described by a frequency
dependent conductivity as

σ(ω, T ) = a(T ) · ωs . (3.1)

This approximation is, however, valid only for temperatures below 35 K, as can
be seen from Figure 3.13. Here the same experimental data as in Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.13: Frequency dependence of ac conductivity for various temperatures
(13 K ≤ T ≤ 45 K). Fits (straight lines) are calculated according to σ ≈ ωs model
with a constant s = 0.57. Only the experimental data for T < 35 K are described
accurately; for higher temperatures the experimental points deviate strongly from
the model (curved lines in the upper part). Sample B1-1, Uac = 1 V, Hdc = 0.

are plotted with respect to frequency of probing ac current. The straight lines
correspond to the ωs model and �t the experimental data accurately for low
temperatures (in the lower part of the �gure); the curved lines in the upper part
of the �gure join experimental points that deviate strongly from the �t (i.e. for
T = 35, 40 and 45 K). It is also interesting to note, that the prefactors of the model
- the a(T ) values of the Equation 3.1 very accurately follow an exponential law
inbetween the Arrhenius' and the Mott's, speci�caly a(T ) = a0·exp((Ea/kBT )1/2).
Even though the range of the a(T ) data is not particularly wide, it is evident from
the data that neither Atthenius' (exponent 1) nor Mott's (exponent 1/4) mode
describes the data precisely.

Based on the shape of the χ′(T ) and εr(T ) dependencies one is tempted to
compare the responsible processes. This is most easily done by comparing the
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transition temperatures as functions of frequency for the magnetic glass-like tran-
sition (Tg(f)) and dielectric transition (Tε(f)). These results are summarised in
Figure 3.14. Again, the Tε(f) dependence can be described as Arrhenius' ther-
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the transition temperatures of the glass-like magnetic
transition (the same data as in Figure 3.11) and dielectric permittivity transitions
(extracted from the permittivity data in Figure 3.12) for accessible frequencies.
The �tted activation energies Ea are 64 meV and 69 meV for the magnetic and
dielectric transitions respectively. Sample B1-1, Uac = 1 V, Hdc = 0, µ0Hac =
5 µT.

mally activated process with the activation energy Ea slightly di�erent from the
energy associated with magnetic glass-like transition.

No signi�cant frequency range overlap of magnetic and dielectric data could
be achieved due to the limitations of the respective instruments, both the high-
frequency magnetic susceptibility measurements and low-frequency dielectric mea-
surements su�ered from noise and large instrumental errors.

3.5 Low-temperature anomaly

From the Magnetic After-E�ect (MAE) measurements of stoichiometric single
crystal magnetite the existence of relaxation processed at low temperatures is
well established. However, the striking discrepancy between the measured ac
susceptibility in MAE experiments (see Figure 1.12) and that of conventional
experiments (see e.g. Figure 3 in [64]) has not yet been addressed. This dis-
crepancy is further illustrated in Figure 3.1, where at low temperatures (region
denoted 'C') the susceptibility can achieve either 'low' value (as in a conventional
measurement) or 'high' value (under certain conditions, e.g. periodical strong
demagnetisation during the MAE experiment). The appearance and properties
of this anomaly will be discussed below.
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Figure 3.15: Real part (top symbols) and imaginary part (bottom symbols) of
complex ac susceptibility as a function of temperature, ac �eld frequency 1.6 Hz
(◦), 3.1 Hz (•,N), 6.3 Hz (4) and 12.5 Hz (×). The anomaly (•) was excited by
increasing the dc �eld by 2 mT at 10 K. Sample H1, µ0Hac = 5 µT.

3.5.1 Novel relaxation phenomenon

Below about 30 K, when the magnetic moments responsible for glass-like transi-
tion are frozen-in for all practical frequencies, we measured and described a novel
manifestation of relaxation processes in magnetite, the low temperature anomaly
[23].

The low-temperature anomaly comes about in a manner described as follows:
During cooling of a stoichiometric magnetite in a "normal" way (i.e. in relatively
weak magnetic �eld without abrupt changes - ac �eld up to 100 µT and dc �eld
up to several mT), χ′ reaches its lowest value below the glass-like transition
(further denoted as the "frozen" state) and retains this value down to the lowest
temperatures (an arrow denoted (a) in Figure 3.15). Also, χ′′ is nearly zero in
this region. Upon subsequent warming at the same conditions, the same χ(T ) is
observed (symbols "N" in Figure 3.15). However, when an abrupt disturbance is
applied at low temperature (e.g. step change of dc �eld by several mT), χ′ jumps
to a new higher steady value, the anomaly is "excited" (an arrow denoted (b)
in Figure 3.15). Upon subsequent warming of such excited sample, χ(T ) relaxes
back to the "frozen" state value before the glass-like transition takes place (an
arrow denoted (c) in Figure 3.15). This universal behaviour of stoichiometric
magnetite was found to be insensitive to the ac �eld frequency and amplitude
(provided it is relatively weak, up to about 100 µT) and the absolute intensity of
dc magnetic �eld (within our accessible range of +/- 20 mT). Only the magnitude
and character of excitation event (even a short pulse of several mT amplitude may
excite the anomaly) determines the extent to which the anomaly is excited.

To further explore this behaviour, we have performed an experiment in which
the dc �eld was swept in a triangular fashion ( 0→ +1mT→ 0→ -1mT→ 0 with
a period of 120 s) with superimposed weak ac �eld (to facilitate ac susceptibility
measurement) at several �xed temperatures (Figure 3.16). Apparently, at 35 K
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Figure 3.16: DC �eld dependence of ac susceptibility at various temperatures:
(a) 10 K, (b) 28 K, (c) 35 K - the "frozen" state, (d) 43 K and (e) 50 K - above
the glass-like transition. The �eld was swept continuously in the range of +/-
1 mT in a triangular fashion, the whole cycle taking 120 s. The susceptibility
was measured simultaneously with an ac �eld of 20 µT at 6 Hz, H1 sample.

the sample maintained the "frozen" state regardless of the changing dc �eld (curve
(c)). At lower temperatures the change of dc �eld causes χ′ to increase, but in
this case the process is largely reversible, and the sample returns close to the
"frozen" state after removal of the dc �eld (curves (a), (b)). With other samples
(H2, B1) or with bigger changes of the dc �eld the process is irreversible.

Changes of spontaneous magnetisation of magnetite sample during the tran-
sition are depicted in Figure 3.17. Although more dependent on the thermal and
magnetic history of the sample, the magnetisation shows several general features:
(i) no dramatic changes of magnetisation occur in the region of glass-like tran-
sition, neither on cooling nor on warming the sample, (ii) if the anomaly was
excited at low temperature the sample fully accommodates to the new conditions
by a change of spontaneous magnetisation that takes place at higher temperature
than the relaxation of ac susceptibility (to the "frozen" state), and (iii) the mag-
nitude of the change of spontaneous magnetisation is rather low, in this case only
about 10% of the total response of the sample to the step change of the applied
dc �eld.

The relaxation of the anomaly was also found to depend on the rate of sample
warming: the lower the rate the lower the temperature at which the "frozen" state
is reached. This feature is further explored in relaxation measurements where a
step change of magnetic �eld is applied at a de�ned temperature in the range
from 10 K to 35 K and the time dependence of the ac susceptibility is recorded
(Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18: Relaxation of the real part of ac susceptibility after a 2 mT step of
applied magnetic �eld at 25 K (top symbols), 30 K, and 33 K (bottom symbols).
H1 sample, ac �eld amplitude 5 µT at 6.3 Hz.

The properties of several samples were measured and the results summarised
in Table 3.2. Also in this case the di�erences in demagnetising factor among the

samples may in�uence the exact position of the transition (see Section 1.1.5).
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Table 3.2: A summary of the low-temperature anomaly transition temperatures
Ta (warming rate 1 K/min) of measured samples. Ac amplitude was 10 µT,
the anomaly was excited by a dc �eld step of 2 mT at 10 K. The transition
temperatures are de�ned as in�ection points of the χ′(T ) curve. The di�erences
in the magnitude of the anomaly (in percent of the magnitude of the glass-like
transition) is mainly caused by di�erent demagnetising factors of the samples.

sample Ta / K anomaly magnitude
H1 27.2 20 %
H2 23.0 80 %
B1 18.0 50 %

But due to the lack of any theoretical model this e�ect cannot be accurately
evaluated.
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3.5.2 Excitation of the anomaly

As already illustrated in Figure 3.16, symbols (a) and (b) (i.e. for tempera-
tures below the low-temperature anomaly transition), the susceptibility increases
quickly when the applied dc magnetic �eld is changed. In that particular case,
however, after removing the �eld the susceptibility drops back to its 'frozen' state.
This reversible behaviour is not an universal property of the anomaly, as can be
seen from Figure 3.19, where the same experiment is performed in stronger �eld
on two samples (B1 and H1) at low temperature. The susceptibility is expressed
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Figure 3.19: DC �eld dependence of ac susceptibility below the low-temperature
anomaly transition, expressed as percentual fraction of the magnitude of respec-
tive glass-like transition. The �eld was changed step-wise in the range of ±25 mT
and allowed to relax until the susceptibility stabilised. Samples B1 and H1,
T = 10 K, µ0Hac = 20 µT, f = 6 Hz.

as a di�erence (increase) from the 'frozen' state scaled as a percentage of the
magnitude of the respective glass-like transition.

Due to the strong �elds used in this measurement the applied dc magnetic �eld
was adjusted step-wise and the χ′(t) was allowed to relax towards an equilibrium
state (up to 100 seconds). Several �ndings are apparent from the plot:

1 - the χ′(Ha) is irreversible, it quickly attains higher value and never returns
to the 'frozen' state (i.e. zero percent).

2 - the magnitude of the anomaly is 100 % in the case of H1 sample, whereas
in the B1 sample the magnitude of the anomaly was roughly one �fth of
the magnitude of the glass-like transition.

3 - in the case of B1 sample the susceptibility decreases in strong magnetic
�eld.

Another feature, infrequently observed in stoichiometric magnetite samples,
that pertains to the excitation of the low-temperature anomaly, is illustrated in
Figure 3.20. Here the anomaly appeared during cooling in constant dc �eld. Both
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Figure 3.20: An example of anomaly excitation without altering the applied dc
�eld. Curve (a) - warming in +2 mT �eld after cooling in zero �eld (i.e. normal
procedure for anomaly excitation, as in Figure 3.15). Curves (b) - cooling and
warming in +2 mT �eld, no anomaly excitation. Curve (c) - cooling in zero
�eld, the anomaly appears during cooling and without changing the dc �eld ;
both these aspects do not �t into the description in Section 3.5.1. Sample H1,
µ0Hac = 10 µT, f = 6 Hz.

these aspects contradict the description of the anomaly given above, as generally
the anomaly can only be observed during warming after changing the dc �eld.
This sort of memory-e�ect phenomenon was observed e.g. upon cooling in zero
dc magnetic �eld after the sample was cycled through the anomaly transition
temperature several times with applied �eld of 2 mT.
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4. Results on doped magnetite

Due to the fact that preparation of non-stoichiometric high quality samples is even
more challenging than the stoichiometric ones, especially in terms of homogeneity
of distribution of lattice defects, some experimental features cannot be analysed
in such depth and some features are missing at all. Thus this chapter is going to
be signi�cantly shorter than Chapter 3.

4.1 Samples overview

The samples used throughout this work are summarized in the Section 2.1. This
chapter is devoted to non-stoichiometric single crystals of magnetite, again from
two sources: samples denoted H from the laboratory of J. M. Honig and samples
denoted B from V. A. M. Brabbers. The studied samples were annealed to non-
stoichiometry δ = 0.002, 0.0035 and 0.012 (de�ned as Fe3(1−δ)O4). As explained
in the Section 1.4.1, no natural magnetite samples were measured.

4.2 The Verwey transition

Figure 4.1 depicts the χ′(T ) dependence for three non-stoichiometric magnetite
single crystals in a temperature range around the Verwey transition. The width
of the transition is apparently much larger and the Verwey transition temperature
TV is signi�cantly lower than in the case of stoichiometric magnetite, however,
an apparent hysteresis is still present. Moreover, theχ′(T ) dependence for sample
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Figure 4.1: Temperature dependence of real part of complex ac susceptibility
χ′(T ) for three non-stoichiometric samples: H3 (δ = 0.002, TV = 117.5 K),
H4 (δ = 0.0035, TV = 107.2 K) and H5 (δ = 0.012, TV = 100 K). Hdc = 0,
µ0Hac = 10 µT.

H3 shows pronounced tail that spans 20 Kelvins, the other two samples posses a
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tail that is shorter, about 5 K. This suggests non-homogeneous sample properties
caused by a non-uniform vacancy distribution inside the samples. The transition
was found to be insensitive to both the frequency and magnitude of probing ac
magnetic �eld and the intensity of dc magnetic �eld, in the ranges accessible by
our instrumentation.

The hysteresis, reviewed in detail in Figure 4.2 for sample H3, mainly occurs
in the region in the upper part of the transition. The sample H4 displays similar
behaviour, whereas sample H5, i.e. the one with highest departure from stoi-
chiometry, does not show any appreciable hysteresis. It should be noted that the
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Figure 4.2: The detail of the temperature dependence of real part of complex
ac susceptibility χ′(T ) showing the hysteresis of the Verwey transition for sample
H3. The scale of the susceptibility axis corresponds to that of Figure 4.1. The
inset shows the dependence of the hysteresis of the transition on the rate of
temperature change, sample H4. Hdc = 0, µ0Hac = 10 µT.

extrapolated limiting hysteresis of the Verwey transition (the inset of Figure 4.2)
is about 0.8 K in sample H4, which is larger than hysteresis in stoichiometric
samples (see inset of Figure 3.4).

4.3 Glass-like transition

Similarly to stoichiometric samples, the non-stoichiometric ones also display a
glass-like transition, see Figure 4.3. It is a frequency dependent transition, that

is not sensitiove to the magnitudes of ac and dc magntic �elds (in the ranges
accessible by our instrumentation).

Unlike for the stoichiometric samples, however, in this case the Debye's mod-
el (see Section 1.1.5) does not �t to the experimental data. Nevertheless, the
transition temperatures Tg can be estimated from the points of in�exion of the
χ′(T ) curves or from the peaks of the χ′′(T ) curves and plotted versus frequency
of ac �eld. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4, together with attempts to �t the
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of real part (black lines, left axis) and
imaginary part (gray lines, right axis) of ac magnetic susceptibility for frequencies
f = 0.4, 0.8, 1.5, 3.1, 6.3, 12.5, 25 Hz. Sample H3, µ0Hac = 5 µT, Hdc = 0.

experimental Tg(f) data with an exponential Arrhenius' �t. The parameters of
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Figure 4.4: A compilation of the transition temperatures of the glass-like
transitions Tg versus frequency for non-stoichiometric magnetite samples. The
points are experimental data (points of in�exion on the χ′(T ) curves), the lines
are exponential Arrhenius �ts in reasonable agreement with the datapoints.
µ0Hac = 5 µT, Hdc = 0.

the exponential models are summarised in Table 4.1. Compared with a similar
table for stoichiometric samples (Table 3.1), one notes that the time constants
are several orders of magnitude larger.
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Table 4.1: A summary of activation parameters associated with the glass-like
transition in non-stoichiometric magnetite samples. The parameter τ of the mea-
sured Debye-like relaxation of complex ac susceptibility is approximated by an ex-
ponential Arrhenius temperature-activated process, i.e. τ(T ) = τ0 exp(Ea/kBT ),
here Ea is and activation energy and τ0 is a time constant (attempt period).

sample Ea / meV τ0 / ns
H3 (δ = 0.002) 26 5800
H4 (δ = 0.0035) 21 710
H5 (δ = 0.012) 16 7100

4.4 Low-temperature anomaly

As we have observed in the case of stoichiometric high quality single crystals
of magnetite, the characteristic temperatures of both the glass-like transition
and the onset of the low-temperature anomaly are extremely sensitive to the
sample quality. Even in the case of 'stoichiometric' samples the temperatures
may di�er by more than 10 K (See Table 5.1). Even the least doped or least
non-stoichiometric samples available to us were too far from stoichiometry that
the anomaly could not be observed even at the lowest attainable temperature
(about 5 K, see Figures ref-glass-like-transitions-doped), and very likely these
e�ects would not appear down to 0 K. This is also apparent from Figure 4.3,
where the glass transition spans well below 15 K.
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5. Discussion

We have performed a detailed experimental study of the behaviour of various
magnetite samples in weak magnetic and electric �elds in the temperature range
from 6 to 130 K. The experimental results obtained on stoichiometric (see Chap-
ter 3) and doped (see Chapter 4) single crystals of magnetite form the main
body of this thesis. As the experimental data are dealing with distinct features
of magnetite (magnetic measurements of the Verwey transition, low-temperature
behaviour, dielectric measurements in wide temperature range below TV ), the
discussion will be divided accordingly. The main focus of the discussion will be
the newly observed anomalous magnetic low-temperature behaviour of magnetite
and its correlation with dielectric measurements.

5.1 The Verwey transition

The Verwey transition is a structural phase transition accompanied by a sharp
change of magletocrystalline anisotropy and electrical conductivity. In the case
of stoichiometric sample we have shown the �rst-order character of the transition
by a simple measurement of partially thermally insulated sample and subsequent
comparison of the measured T (t) dependence to a simple numerical model (see
Figure 3.3). The model has only two free parameters: the thermal conductivity
between the sample and the sample holder and the latent heat of the transi-
tion, thus the perfect �t suggest that the assumption of �rst-order transition is
appropriate.

The calculated value of the latent heat of H2 sample L = 0.63± 0.1 kJ mol−1

(the uncertainty coming mainly from the variation of the value of the speci�c
heat of magnetite near TV as found in the literature) �ts perfectly into the range
of values measured by more elaborate methods [34].

From the magnetic point of view it is worth noting that we have observed
random �uctuations of spontaneous magnetisation in stoichiometric magnetite
samples during the Verwey transition, i.e. during the period when the sam-
ple temperature is kept constant by the absorption or evolution of latent heat
(see Figure 3.2). These �uctuations probably arise from the interaction between
structural and magnetic domains. More speci�cally, on cooling through TV the
monocrystalline sample splits into structural domains, each having its c axis
aligned along one of the cubic axes of the high-temperature structure. As the
new low-temperature structure has a preferred orientation of magnetisation, the
progressing structural transformation will be accompanied by changes of total
spontaneous magnetisation. On the other hand, during the transformation also
the e�ects of magnetostatic interactions must be considered when minimising the
potential energy of the system, thus one can for example force the sample into
preferred crystal orientation by cooling through TV in strong magnetic �eld.

The magnetic susceptibility measurements of the Verwey transition (see e.g.
region A in Figure 3.1) reveal a number of properties: 1) The transition is very
sharp and it is possible to precisely determine the critical temperature of the
transition TV . This temperature is an important measure of sample quality (see
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Figure 1.9 and Table 5.1, where the main measured properties of the studied
samples are summarised). 2) The susceptibility below TV is low (χ = 1 to 2),
whereas it is high above TV (χ is as high as 103), this is caused by strong mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy that results from the lowering of symmetry below the
transition. Another important point here is that the measured susceptibility is
close to the intrinsic one below TV , but above TV the measured value is limit-
ed to 1/D, where D is the demagnetising factor (see Section 1.1.4). Thus the
ac magnetic susceptibility cannot be measured reliably above TV , unless special
methods to minimise demagnetisation are used (see e.g. Figure 1.11). 3) The
Verwey transition is independent of the magnitude of the applied ac and dc mag-
netic �elds and the ac �eld frequency in the range accessible by our instruments
(magnetic �eld up to 20 mT and frequency up to 200 Hz). 4) Even slightly non-
stoichiometric samples displayed widening of the transition and signs of multiple
transitions, a clear indication of inhomogeneous distribution of dopants. These
non-stoichiometric samples are not suitable for detailed analysis.

Table 5.1: A summary of magnetite samples used through this experimental
work together with their basic properties. The non-stoichiometry is expressed
as Fe3(1−δ)O4. The TV is de�ned as the midpoint of the χ′(T ) dependence, the
glass-like transition Tg is de�ned as the in�exion point of the χ′(T ) dependence
at a measuring frequency of 6.25 Hz and the temperature of the relaxation of the
low-temperature anomaly Ta is de�ned as the peak of the d/dT χ′(T ) dependence
while warming at 1 K/min.

sample δ TV Tg @ 6.25 Hz Ta @ 1 Kmin−1 anomaly
10−3 (K) (K) (K) magnitude

H1 0 122.2± 0.3 42.7± 0.4 28± 2 100 %
H2 0 122.0± 0.3 40.1± 0.5 23± 2 20 %
B1 0 121.5± 0.3 35.9± 0.6 18± 2 50 %
B1-1 0 121.5± 0.3 34.8± 0.7 17± 2 20 %
H3 2 117.5± 0.5 29.4± 0.9 � �
H4 3.5 107.2± 0.5 19± 1 � �
H5 12 100± 1 19± 1 � �

We also attempted to measure the dielectric properties of magnetite. We ob-
served the nearly two orders of magnitude change of electrical conductivity on
passing the transition (see Figure 3.9), but due to the high conductivity both
above and below the transition the displacement current could not be measured,
so the dielectric permittivity cannot be calculated. The real part of the con-
ductivity was found to be independent of measuring frequency above 110 K (in
the range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz). Due to low quality of the non-stoichiometric
samples they were not subject to the dielectric measurements.
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5.2 Low-temperature magnetic behaviour of mag-

netite

As was explained in the above paragraphs the magnetic and dielectric measure-
ments of the Verwey transition can reveal only limited amount of information.
On the other hand, similar measurements at lower temperatures reveal a number
of interesting phenomena. From the point of view of magnetic measurements
this is mainly due to frequency and time dependence of relaxation processes that
are observable by our instruments, and due to the fact, that the magnetic sus-
ceptibility is low and demagnetising e�ects do not distort the measured values
signi�cantly.

There is strong evidence that the magnetic susceptibility of magnetite at low
temperatures originates mainly from the domain walls. The supporting argu-
ments are following:

(i) Both the saturation magnetisation (4µB per Fe3O4 formula agrees well with
the experimental value of 0.5 MA/m [53] (see Figure 1.7) and the magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy (the largest component [13] is about 0.25 MJ/m3,
see Figure 1.4) are fairly constant below TV . Thus the susceptibility arising
from the rotation of domain magnetisation should not depend on tempera-
ture.

(ii) The susceptibility arising from domain wall rotation is about an order of
magnitude lower [39] than the measured susceptibility.

(iii) Susceptibility measurements in high dc magnetic �eld [5] show rapid de-
crease of ac susceptibility with increasing dc �eld applied during cooling
through TV , caused by the reduction of the number of magnetic domains.

In accordance with MAE measurements performed on high-quality stoichio-
metric magnetite single crystals [74] (see Figure 1.12), we identi�ed two tempera-
ture regions where relaxation processes appear. These are the glass-like transition
and the low-temperature anomaly.

5.2.1 Glass-like transition

Glass like transition is a Debye-like transition of ac magnetic susceptibility (see
Figure 3.10). Both the real and imaginary part of the transition agrees well with
the general shape of the Debye transition (see Section 1.1.5 for reference of the
Debye model). The transition is strongly frequency-dependent, the temperature
dependence of the transition frequency ft being exponential (see Figure 5.1). Due

to rather small range of frequencies that can be measured with our magnetometer
the exact exponent parameter n of the dependence ft = f0 exp(T/T0)

n cannot be
extracted reliably, though the Arrhenius model (n = 1) gives good �t for both
stoichiometric and doped samples. The Arrhenius parameters that describe the
temperature activation of the glass-like transition in the measured samples are
summarised in Table 5.2. An apparent conclusion from the analysis of the thermal

activation associated with the glass-like transition is that the activation energy
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Figure 5.1: A compilation of the transition temperatures of the glass-like transi-
tions Tg versus frequency for various stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric mag-
netite samples. The points are experimental data (points of in�exion on the χ′(T )
curves), the lines are exponential Arrhenius �ts, apparently describing the data
quite well. µ0Hac = 5µT, Hdc = 0.

Table 5.2: A summary of activation parameters associated with the glass-like
transition in stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric magnetite samples. The pa-
rameter τ of the measured Debye-like relaxation of complex ac susceptibility is
approximated by an exponential Arrhenius temperature-activated process, i.e.
τ(T ) = τ0 exp(Ea/kBT ), here Ea is and activation energy and τ0 is a time con-
stant.

sample Ea / meV τ0 / ns
H1 87 0.0079
H2 71 0.22
B1 64 0.17
B1-1 63 0.13
H3 (δ = 0.002) 26 5800
H4 (δ = 0.0035) 21 710
H5 (δ = 0.012) 16 7100

Ea is signi�cantly lower for doped samples and the numerical prefactor τ0 is larger
(by more than four orders of magnitude) for doped samples. The H1 sample can
be regarded as of the highest quality among the studied samples.

As the magnetic manifestation of the transition is expected to come from the
domain walls, the glass-like transition can be described as a freezing of domain
walls: during cooling through the transition the mobility of the domain walls
decreases and their ability to track the changing ac magnetic �eld (at given fre-
quency) gradually vanishes. This gives rise to the typical sigmoid shape of the
χ′(T ) dependence accompanied by an absorption peak.
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The magnitude of the change of susceptibility ∆χ′ during the transition was
found to be independent on the applied dc magnetic �eld in the range of ±20 mT,
but in stronger magnetic �elds it is known to vanish [5], consistently with the re-
duction of the number of magnetic domain walls by the DC �eld. The glass-like
transition is also extremely sensitive to the quality of samples, as can be clearly
seen from Table 5.1. It is also worth noting here that the ever-present demag-
netising e�ects not only decrease the apparent susceptibility but also shifts the
transition temperature of the Debye transition towards higher temperatures (for
the detailed calculations see Section 1.1.5). Taking into account the actual values
of magnetic susceptibility below TV , this e�ect is less than 0.5 K for demagnetising
factor D = 1/2.

5.2.2 Low-temperature anomaly

We have noticed a striking di�erence between the ac susceptibilities accompanying
magnetic after-e�ect studies (MAE, disaccommodation e�ect) of stoichiometric
magnetite [74] and the susceptibilities measured by other techniques (e.g. an
inductive bridge method [64]) below 35 K. This ambiguity is shown schematically
in the region C of Figure 3.1 as a bifurcation of the χ′(T ) dependence. More
speci�cally, MAE measurements produce the upper curve (i.e. upon cooling the
susceptibility starts to rise again); conventional measurements produce the lower
curve (i.e. the susceptibility is constant below the glass-like transition). Detailed
susceptibility measurements of this temperature region revealed an unexpected
behaviour which we term the low-temperature anomaly.

The results of magnetic susceptibility measurements of high-quality single
crystals of magnetite presented in Section 3.5 show that magnetite can be excited
to the high-susceptibility state by application of step change of dc magnetic �eld
(several mT in magnitude) at low temperature (see Figure 3.15). During MAE
experiments the sample is periodically excited by strong magnetic pulses, thus
the anomaly is inevitably found in its excited state.

Here we present a simple microscopic model of the anomaly, taking into ac-
count the arguments summarised above and assuming these e�ects originate from
domain walls: to explain the low-temperature phenomena we hypothesise the ex-
istence of pinning centres that create a net of potential minima for the domain
walls. Starting from the "frozen" state at 35 K (see Figure 3.15) all domain walls
lie in these minima, and a weak applied ac �eld induces only a small response
of the sample magnetisation, χ′ is small. According to the assumptions [66]
about domain wall parameters we may assume that an ac �eld with amplitude
µ0Hac ≤ 100 µT is weak enough to cause domain wall displacement that is much
less than the wall thickness. This process is reversible and, if the pinning centres
are stationary, no energy is dissipated (χ′′ is also small). But as the temperature
is elevated the pinning centres are no longer �xed, thermal activation allows them
to follow the displacing walls, and energy is dissipated. This process gives rise
to the frequency-dependent Debye-like relaxation at 40 - 50 K as described in
previous sections. Above 60 K the pinning centres move freely with the domain
walls, the potential minima are not e�ective, and χ′ is large.

To complete the explanation of the anomaly let us again start from the
"frozen" state at 35 K, where the domain walls reside in their potential min-
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ima. This state is preserved when the sample is further cooled to the lowest
temperature (6 K in our experiments). Now the anomaly can be "excited", e.g.,
by changing the dc component of the applied magnetic �eld by a sizable amount
(several mT). The domain walls are pulled from their potential minima and χ′

rises (see curve (a) in Figure 3.16). The frozen pinning centres cannot rearrange
according to the new magnetic domain pattern, so the sample remains in the ex-
cited state inde�nitely (here we note that under some conditions, like weak dc �eld
step, the excitation may be reversible, i.e. the susceptibility returns to its lower
value after returning the dc �eld to its previous level, as in Figure 3.16). When
this "excited" sample is warmed gradually, the hypothetical pinning centres start
to move to their new equilibrium positions, i.e. into the domain walls, new po-
tential minima appear and the susceptibility approaches the "frozen" state. This
gives rise to strongly temperature-dependent relaxation of the ac susceptibility
(see Figure 3.18), and the very same relaxation is responsible for the large peak
in MAE spectra at about 30 K [74].

The microscopic nature of the hypothesised pinning centres remains unclear.
However, some arguments can be summarised to elucidate the underlying mech-
anism: (i) a similar e�ect in iron [67] is ascribed to the di�usion of impurities (at
concentration of 0.01%). This most de�nitely will not be the case of magnetite,
as even minute concentration of impurities or structural defects shifts the glass-
like transition to lower temperatures (in accordance with MAE results [73]) and
destroys the low-temperature anomaly (see Table 5.1 for the exceptional sensi-
tivity to sample quality). Also, relaxation e�ects of vacancies and impurities in
magnetite are expected well above TV . (ii) The crystallographic domains that ap-
pear when cooling magnetite single crystal through TV have a substantial impact
on the magnetic susceptibility [5], but their structure is �xed at low temperature
(easy axis switching can be induced by much larger �elds close below TV [36]) and
the structural domains themselves cannot account for the observed phenomena.

One plausible explanation is the interplay between the structural, magnetic
and ferroelectric domain structure, as spontaneous polarisation was identi�ed
in magnetite thin �lms below 40 K [1] and the coupling between magnetic and
dielectric properties of magnetite was identi�ed long ago [58]. Other possible
process responsible for this e�ect is the rearrangement of electrons along the
B-sublattice (refer to Section 1.3) inside the domain wall (i.e. in the region
where the saturated magnetic �eld is rotated out of the easy direction). As the
relaxation time of this process should be of the order of the time / frequency scale
of the anomaly and glass-like transition measurements (nearly zero to 100 Hz
in the temperature range of our magnetic measurements), the relaxations can
possibly be detected by dielectric measurements (discussed in one of the following
chapters). Additionally, one may get more detailed information about these low-
temperature magnetic processes through studying the nonlinear nature of the
χ(T ) in this region, which can be conveniently performed by measurements of
higher harmonics of ac magnetic susceptibility (see Section 1.1.3).
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5.3 Transport properties of magnetite below the

Verwey transition

We performed both dc and ac electrical conductivity measurements on several
stoichiometric magnetite samples in wide temperature range to decide among
various models of dc conductivity and to probe for electronic relaxation phenom-
ena linked to the magnetic glass-like and anomalous transitions.

5.3.1 DC electric conductivity of magnetite

In the measured range from 30 to 120 K the dc conductivity of magnetite changes
by 10 orders of magnitude. In the low conductivity range we used a constant volt-
age method, where a voltage of 2 V was applied and the current measured by an
electrometer. At higher temperatures standard laboratory multimeter was used
to measure the conductivity using constant current method (0.5 µA to 1 mA), the
current had to be changed several times to operate the instrument in favourable
condition, i.e. the voltage drop developped across the sample was kept to 0.1 to
5 V. These results are summarised in Figure 3.7. The discontinuities associated
with the changes of electric current suggest a nonlinear V (I) characteristic of the
sample, which was con�rmed by sweep measurements (see Figure 3.8), indicating
non-linear behaviour in the range from 60 to 250 K (in the range from 90 to
140 K the small-signal (100 mV) conductivity was at least ten times lower than
the di�erential conductivity at 5 V).

The wide temperature range of the measurement allows us to reliably deter-
mine the exponent of the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity accord-
ing to the exponential model

ρ = ρ0e
−(T0/T )n , (5.1)

where n = 1 corresponds to Arrhenius temperature activation, n = 1/4 is
the Mott's variable range hopping model of dc conductivity (see Section 1.2.2),
n = −1 is simple exponential dependence. Whereas some authors found a piece-
wise Mott's [74] or Arrhenius' dependence, or found the Mott's dependence ap-
plies only in a certain temperature range [61], our data suggest the validity of
a single Mott's model over the whole measured temperature range. The activa-
tion constant T0 = 108 K falls within the range of values typical for amorphous
tetragonal semiconductors (as noted in [42]).

We also con�rmed the change of dc conductivity at the Verwey transition of
about two orders of magnitude (refer to Figure 3.9). The conductivity at and
above TV was too high and didn't allow for more detailed analysis.

5.3.2 AC dielectric properties of magnetite

In order to shed more light on the nature of the low-temperature relaxation
processes in magnetite we also performed ac dielectric measurements on stoichio-
metric samples in the range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz. Due to the limitations of the
instrumentation and the broad range of conductivities that had to be measured
neither constant-current nor constant voltage scheme could be used, but a combi-
nation of both. The complex ac conductivity was expressed in terms of resistive
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and capacitive component (parallel RC model) and due to the favourable sample
geometry (a disc with opposing planar electrodes) these components were scaled
to represent the intrinsic conductivity and permittivity of the material.

Immediately apparent from Figure 3.12 is the high value of relative permit-
tivity (as high as 2 · 104) that suggest an inhomogeneous charge distribution [41].
As the e�ect of the space charge associated with electrodes is expected at lower
temperatures (around 10 K [32]), the high permittivity could result from intrinsic
inhomogeneities, such as the structural or magnetic domain walls.

The real part of ac electric conductivity is higher than the dc limiting val-
ue and obeys an empirical ωs model at temperatures below 35 K (s = 0.57),
see Figure 3.13. This frequency dependence of conductivity is often observed
in disordered semiconductors [42], i.e. in materials with broad distributions of
relaxation times.

The main motivation for performing the dielectric measurements was the pos-
sibility to explain the microscopic nature of the glass-like transition and the low-
temperature anomaly. As discussed above these magnetic e�ects can be caused
by slow electronic relaxations and these may be also observable in dielectric spec-
troscopy measurements. Indeed, the εr(T ) dependences at various frequencies
(Figure 3.12) is remarkably similar to the χ′(T ) curves of the glass-like transition
(Figure 3.10). A more quantitative comparison is given in Figure 3.14 where
the frequency dependence of the transition temperatures of the dielectric and
glass-like transitions are summarised. While both these datasets follow Arrhe-
nius' dependence with nearly equal activation energies (Ea = 66 ± 3 meV), the
prefactors di�er by a factor of four (at given temperature the transition frequency
of the glass-like transition is four times higher than the transition frequency of
the dielectric permittivity).

Here we note that we didn't try to extract the exponential factor from the
experimental T (f) data; we assumed the Arrhenis' dependence as the simplest
case. Wider frequency range would be necessary to �t the exponential factor with
any certainty.
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Conclusion

We present detailed magnetic and transport measurements of numerous high-
quality magnetite samples in weak magnetic and electric �elds, together with
basic theoretical and experimental overview necessary for their discussion, sup-
plemented by in-depth overview of the involved experimental methods.

In the part dedicated to the magnetic measurements we focused on ac suscep-
tibility measurements in three temperature regions according to the most promi-
nent phenomena that take place in distinct temperature ranges: the region of the
Verwey transition around 120 K, the region of the glass-like transition at about
30 K to 60 K and the region of the low-temperature anomaly below 30 K.

In the Verwey region we present detailed measurements of the transition to-
gether with a discussion of the limitations of such measurements by demagnetising
e�ects, we support the �rst-order nature of the transition by measuring the la-
tent heat and showing coexistence of phases and thermal hysteresis, spontaneous
magnetic �uctuations during the transition, and �nally we emphasize the in�u-
ence of sample stoichiometry and quality on the general properties of the Verwey
transition.

At lower temperatures a strongly frequency-dependent glass-like transition
is studied experimentally and an empirical model of Debye transition with Ar-
rhenius' temperature activation is successfully applied to the data obtained on
stoichiometric samples. Notable is the high sensitivity of this transition on sam-
ple quality, in the studied samples the temperature shift was about �ve times
larger than the shift of TV , thus even nominally stoichiometric samples can be
reliably distinguished based on their quality.

We have noted a striking discrepancy between the results of ac susceptibili-
ty measurements using di�erent methods, which brought us to the observation
of a novel relaxation phenomenon, a low-temperature anomaly, where the sus-
ceptibility depends strongly on the thermal and magnetic treatment and shows
thermally dependent relaxation. We consistently explained this behaviour (and
the glass-like transition as well) as a temperature-dependent di�usion of hypo-
thetical pinning centres towards the magnetic domain walls. The nature of this
pinning sites is unknown but several mechanisms are excluded, such as impurities
or vacancies, based on their relaxation rates and the exceptional sensitivity of the
anomaly to sample quality (generally it can be observed only in stoichiometric
samples). Some sort of domain pattern may be the cause of the pinning (exclud-
ing structural domains which are �xed at these temperatures), alternatively, an
electronic process may be responsible.

In the part dedicated to electrical measurements we present dc conductivi-
ty measurements and ac dielectric spectroscopy in rather wide temperature and
frequency range. Apart from the two orders of magnitude jump of dc electric
conductivity encountered upon traversing the Verwey transition we also observed
ten orders of magnitude range of conductivity from TV down to 13 K. We suc-
cessfully applied Mott's variable-range hopping model to the σdc(T ) data in the
whole temperature range and determined the Mott's exponent (1/4) with high
con�dence (0.26 ± 0.03). We also recorded nonlinear voltage-current character-
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istics, an indication of heterogeneous semiconductor nature of magnetite, both
below and above TV .

The dielectric measurements were motivated by the observed anomalous mag-
netic behaviour, which could be explained on the basis of electronic relaxations.
We present the results as a parallel RC model in terms of the intrinsic con-
ductivity and permittivity. The ac conductivity is higher than its dc limit and
approaches an ωs model below 35 K, reminiscent of the behaviour of disordered
semiconductors.

The most notable feature of the dielectric permittivity is its extremely high
value at certain temperatures and frequencies, most likely caused by space charge
accumulation on internal heterogeneities. The transition of the permittivity is
also strongly frequency dependent, similarly to the magnetic glass-like transition,
obeys the Arrhenius' relation with nearly identical activation energy but di�ers in
the frequency prefactor. Based on the presented experimental �ndings we cannot
conclusively decide whether the magnetic domain wall pinning mechanism and
the dielectric response originate from the same microscopic process.

Finally, we once again emphasize the importance of high quality stoichio-
metric single-crystalline samples, as these can provide much more information
than doped or non-stoichiometric samples, where the inevitable inhomogeneous
distribution of impurities smears out important features. As an example, the
low-temperature magnetic anomaly can only be observed in the best available
stoichiometric samples.
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

A magnetic vector potential
a.u. arbitrary units
B magnetic induction
C electric capacitance
c speed of light
χ magnetic susceptibility
χac complex ac magnetic susceptibility
χ′ real part of ac magnetic susceptibility
χ′′ imaginary part of ac magnetic susceptibility
χn nth harmonic of complex ac magnetic susceptibility
χ′n real part of nth harmonic of ac magnetic susceptibility
χ′′n imaginary part of nth harmonic of ac magnetic susceptibility
D electric induction
D demagnetising factor
δ magnetite sample nonstoichiometry - Fe3(1−δ)O4

E electric �eld intensity
E energy
Ea activation energy in exponential models of thermal activation
e absolute value of electron charge
ε dielectric permittivity
ε0 vacuum dielectric permittivity
F force
f frequency
F Fourier transform
H magnetic �eld intensity
Ha externally applied magnetic �eld
Hac amplitude of harmonic component of magnetic �eld
Hdc dc component of magnetic �eld
~ reduced Planck's constant
K anisotropy constant
kB Botzmann constant
L electric inductance
M magnetisation
Ms saturated magnteisation
m magnetic moment
MAE Magnetic After-E�ect
m mass
µ magnetic permeability
µ0 vacuum magnetic permeability
µB Bohr magnetron
NA Avogadro number
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Continued on next page...
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations � continued from previous page

ω angular frequency
p pressure
Φ magnetic �ux
Φ0 quantum of magnetic �ux (about 2.07 · 10−15 Wb)
π ratio of circle circumference to its radius
R electric resistance
ρ electric resistivity
% mass density
SQUID Superconducting QUantum Interference Device
σ electric conductivity
T absolute temperature
Ta magnetic-anomaly transition temperature
Tg "glass" transition temperature
TV Verwey temperature
t time
τ relaxation time, torque
V volume
Z electric impedance
ZFC Zero Field Cooled
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